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Abstract 
The majority of North America's existing riveted bridges were built at the 
beginning of the 20th century. Increasing traffic volume and weight, deteriorating 
components, and accumulation of large number of cycles over the years signal that these 
bridges are vulnerable to fatigue failure. Riveted bridges must be strengthened in order 
to extend the fatigue life and to provide safe, continous service. 
Today's methcxl of extending the fatigue life of riveted bridges is to replace rivets 
at critical connections with high-strength bolts. Research studies that have led structural 
engineers to this conclusion are discussed. 
Before· replacing rivets with high-strength bolts, the existing nvets must be 
removed. Pneumatic hammers, torches, and drills have been traditionally used to remove 
rivets; however, they were developed many years ago to remove loose or badly corroded 
rivets. For removing thousands of rivets, they become inefficient and expensive. Since 
thousands of existing riveted bridges are in need of strengthening, a more cost-effective 
approach to removing rivets was explored. 
Criteria for a cost-effective rivet removal tool were formulated. Based on these 
criteria, six alternatives were chosen, under the guidance of the project's advisory panel,. 
for investigation: improved pneumatic, hydraulic, powder actuated, laser, cryogenic, and 
abrasive waterjet tools. Experiments were conducted on each alternative with the 
1 
exception of lasers and their feasibility evaluated. Development of an abrasive waterjet 
tool designed to remove rivets from· bridges was recommended. 
2 
1.1 Background 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The majority of North America's existing riveted bridges were built at the 
beginning of the 20th century. Increasing traffic volume and weight, deteriorating 
components, and accumulation of large number of cycles over the years signal that these 
bridges are vulnerable to fatigue failure. It is critical, therefore, for bridge engineers to 
accurately evaluate the fatigue strength of riveted bridges and to identify their appropriate 
means of repair. 
Today's method of repairing riveted bridges is to extend their fatigue life by 
replacing rivets at critical connections with high-strength bolts. This study discusses the 
research studies that have led structural engineers to this conclusion. Canadian National 
Railway (CNR), for example, have begun the task of extending their riveted bridges. 
CNR u·ses a pneumatic hammer to remove rivets so that they can be replaced with bolts. 
Others use torches or drills. These approaches, however, were developed many years ago 
to remove loose or badly corroded rivets. For removing thousands of rivets, they become 
inefficient and expensive. Since CNR has thousands of bridges -in their system needing 
repair, a more cost-effective approach to removing rivets must be explored. 
3 
1.2 Objectives 
The objectives of this research project follow: 
1. To discuss the research studies that justify replacing rivets 
with high-strength bolts as a feasible alternative. to 
extending the fatigue life of riveted bridges, and · 
2. To develop concepts for a cost-effective tool to remove 
rivets from bridges. 
1.3 Scop·e 
In order to accomplish these objectives, this study was conducted in two phases. 
Phase I explores replacing rivets with high-strength bolts as an efficient alternative of 
extending the fatigue life or riveted bridges. The results of Phase I are discussed in 
chapters 2, 3, and 4. Phase II develops concepts for a cost-effective tool to remove rivets 
from bridges. The .results of Phase II are discussed in chapter 5. Conclusions and 
recommendations are listed ·in chapters 6 and 7 respectively. 
As part of phase I, this report discusses previous research responsible for 
developing today's means of evaluating structural bridges. Chapter 2 focuses on the 
development of the current estimate of the fatigue strength of riveted bridges. Previous 
studies were reviewed and their results used to describe the fatigue behavior of riveted 
members. This chapter also addresses the need. to conduct additional full-scale fatigue 
testing in an attempt to more accurately estimate the fatigue behavior of riveted members. 
4 
Chapter 3 focuses on the development of today's estimate of the fatigue strength 
of high-strength bolted bridges. Results from previous studies were used to describe the 
fatigue behavior of bolted members. Chapter 3 also addresses the need for additional 
research results. 
Chapter 4 compares the fatigue behavior of riveted and high-strength bolted 
members and discusses previous studies to justify replacing rivets with high-strength bolts 
as a feasible means of extending the fatigue life of riveted bridges. 
Phase 11 focuses on the actual process of removing rivets from bridges so that they • 
can be replaced with bolts. Chapter 5 investigates six new methods of removing 
structural rivets--improved pneumatic, hydraulic, powder actuated, laser, cryogenic, and 
abrasive waterjet tools. Experiments were conducted on five of the six methods to 
determine their feasibility. Abrasive waterjet proved to be the most feasible alternative 
to remove structural.rivets. 
1.4 Advisory Panel 
The advisory panel was responsible for overseeing the research and providing 
suggestions based on their broad experiences. The panel was composed of Edward P. 
Becker, an Adjunct Professor of Civil Engineering; Dr. Robert A. P. Sweeney of the 
Canadian National Railway; John McMahon, Executive Director of III (Institute of the 
Ironworking Industry); and Roger Wildt, Manager of Construction and Marketing at 
5 
Bethlehem Steel Corporation. The latter two members have considerable experience in 
the area of rivet removal. 
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Chapter 2 
Current Estimate of the Fatigue Strength of Riveted 
Details 
2.1 Background 
Rivets are the oldest fasteners, dating back as far as the use of metals in 
construction [Kulak, Fisher and Struik, 1987]. They were considered the standard fastener 
for half of this century, but their use significantly declined since the introduction of high-
strength bolts. Today, rivets are obsolete in new construction. 
Although riveted construction ceased in the 1960's, most riveted bridges are still 
in service today. Increasing traffic volume and weight, deteriorating components, and 
accumulation of large number of stress cycles over the years signal that these bridges are 
vulnerable to fatigue failure. It is critical, therefore, for bridge engineers to understand 
the fatigue behavior of riveted members so that they can determine the fatigue strength 
and estimate the remaining fatigue life. Knowledge of the remaining fatigue life will 
allow bridge engineers to make cost-effective decisions whether to repair or replace 
riveted bridges. 
7 
2.2 The Fatigue Strength Curve for Riveted Details 
2.2.1 History 
As riveting steadily declined in the 1950's rivet-related research was replaced .by 
research on high-strength bolts and welds. Since considerably more data from welded 
joints were available than from riveted or high-strength bolted joints, the fatigue behavior 
of welded joints was much better understood. Results from fatigue tests on welded joints 
were compiled and a series of fatigue strength curves were constructed. These curves are 
known as the structural detail classification system for fatigue strength and are in wide 
use today (Keating and Fisher, 1986). Each curve represents the fatigue strength of a 
particular welded detail. Today these fatigue strength curves, although based on results 
from studies on welded joints, are also used to est~ate the fatigue strengths of both 
riveted and high-strength bolted joints. 
2.2.2 The Structural Detail Classification System 
The structural detail classification system is a series of fatigue strength curves, or 
stress versus life, that define a relationship between live load stress ranges and number 
of stress cycles to failure (S-N curves). This relationship is depicted in figure 2-1 
[Keating and Fisher, 1986]. 
The fatigue str~ngth curves are classified into categories. The categories are 
category A, B, C, D, E, and E' where category A represents a structural detail with 
relatively gcxxi fatigue strength and category E' represents a structural detail with 
8 
relatively poor fatigue strength. Solid structural plates belong to category A, where thick 
cover plates welded to girder flanges belong to category E'. 
2.2.3 Review of Existing Data 
Recognition of the importance to understanding the behavior of riveted joints came 
as early as 1838 when the first extensive static tests of riveted joints were reported by 
William Fairburn [ Seong, 1983]. Rivet-related research continued until the 1950' s when 
research on welded and high-strength bolted joints replaced it. However, research on 
riveted members re-occurred in the 1970's when knowledge was needed on the 
possiblility of fatigue failure of old riveted bridges, many that have sustained corrosion 
damages. 
It is reasonable for new research to build on the old and since there were a 
substantial number of early studies on riveted joints, an effort was made to compile all 
available fatigue test results on riveted components. In 1984 Out, Fisher, and Yen at 
Lehigh University acc_umulated information included in fatigue studies conducted from 
1934 to 1983. These test results were. stored in a database and updated by Wang to 
include studies through 1989 [ Out, Fisher, and Yen, 1984]. 
Of the approximately 1200 compiled test results, only nine studies conducted 
fatigue tests on full-scale riveted members. These studies include Graf, 1937; 
Reemsnyder, 1975; Kulak and Baker, 1982; Out, Fisher and Yen, 1984; Rabemanantsoa 
9 
and Hirt, 1984; Wang, Fisher and Yen, 1987 and; Bruhwiler, Smith and Hirt, 1988. Data 
from two other studies were also utilized but the origin of one remains unclear, while the 
other was by Cheesewright and could not be located [ Sardi, 1990]. All the remaining 
studies conducted tests on simple butt joints and small double shear splices. 
Most of the tests from these studies terminated fatigue testing of riveted members 
on or before 2 million cycles, whether or not fatigue cracks developed. These test results 
are plotted in figure 2-2 against the relevant fatigue strength curves of the welded 
structural details. It appears from this summary that category D curve could serve as a 
reference fatigue strength curve for riveted details. 
2.2.4 Current AASHTO and AREA Provisions 
Based on the available test results, both the American Association of State 
Highway and Transportation ·officials (AASHTO) and the American Railroad Engineering 
Association (AREA) provisions for rating riveted details identified category D curve as 
a lower bound estimate to define the fatigue strength of riveted members [AASHTO, 1983 
and AREA, 1984]. AREA, however, permits the use of category C curve for riveted 
connections if engineers can verify that the rivets are tight and have developed a normal 
level of clamping force [AREA Manual, 1984]. 
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2.3 Recent Research Challenging AASHTO and AREA Provisions 
2.3.1 Justification for a New Fatigue Strength Curve for Riveted Details 
Current AASHTO and AREA provisions for rating riveted bridges identify the. 
fatigue strength of riveted details as category D structural details. As previously 
mentioned, the structural detail classification system that AASHTO and. AREA utilizes 
is based on studies of modem welded construction. Research by Wang, Fisher and Yen 
in 1987 introduced the possibility that category D is overly conservative. Certain 
characteristics inherent in riveted details enhance their fatigue strength such as 
redundancy, clamping and frictional forces, and slow crack growth behavior. These 
characteristics are not inherent in welded· details. These differences justify the need to 
develop separate fatigue strength curves for riveted details. 
2.3.2 Possible Fatigue Strength Curve for Riveted Details 
Sweeney examined the available fatigue strength data of riveted beams and the 
fatigue strength categories in 1990. He estimated the root-mean cube stress range using e,Y· 
the rain flow method. Plotting his estimate against the fatigue limits on an S-N diagram 
for traffic to date and various future traffic projections, he estimated the remaining fatigue 
life. Sweeney indicated that there is little relevant data on full-scale riveted details in the 
shaded region shown in figure 2-3 for relatively reliable estimate of safe life. He 
suggested that a line with a different slope, between -4 and -5, could also fit the data. 
This possible line. is represented as the heavy line in the figure. 
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Also in 1990, Sardi and Yen studied all updated test results in the database at 
Lehigh University created by Out et. al. on full-scale riveted members. Th~y conducted 
a regression analysis through. the data points. The regression line and the 5% and 95% 
confidence limits (dashed) are plotted against the fatigue test data in figure 2-4. The 95% 
confidence line represents the lower bound estimate of the fatigue strength of riveted 
members and the slope of this line .is -4.6. 
The slope of the category D line is -3. Figure 2-5 compares the curves of 
categories C and D with Sardi's curve. When the stress range cycle is less than 2 
million, Sardi' s curve yields fatigue strength values less than those by category D. When 
the cycle exceeds 2 million, Sardi' s curve yields fatigue strength values greater than those 
by category D. Finally, at much ·higher cycles--corresponding to realistic values for 
riveted bridge members--Sardi' s curve yields fatigue strength values high enough to 
exceed category C. 
2.4 Summary 
In summary, the fatigue strength of riveted members is not definitive. The fatigue 
strength of ·riveted members is estimated by either category D, category C, or a different 
curve with a slope between ~4 and -5. 
Most of the approximately 1200 test results were obtained from studies that 
terminated fatigue testing of riveted splices on or before 2 million cycles whether or not 
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fatigue cracks developed. These test results are plotted in figure 2-2 and support the 
AASHTO and AREA provisions of evaluating the fatigue strength of riveted members 
using the lower bound estimate, namely by category D. 
·However, if the engineer can verify that the rivets are tight, thus can develop a 
normal level of clamping forc;:e, than the fatigue strength of these riveted details are 
reasonably well represented by category C. 
Furthermore, unrealistic testing conditions, la~k of full-scale test data, and the need 
to better understand the fatigue behavior of riveted details have led researchers to re-
evaluate the fatigue strength of riveted details. Sweeney suggested a slope between -4 
and -5 for the fatigue strength curve. Sardi and Yen analyzed available data on full-scale 
riveted members. Their analysis resulted in a fatigue strength curve with a slope of -4.6. 
Additional studies are being conducted at Lehigh University. 
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Chapter 3 
Current Estimate of the Fatigue Strength of High-
Strength Bolted Details 
3.1 Background 
In the early 1950's, material and assembly specifications for high-strength bolts 
were adopted to promote their use in construction. The construction industry soon 
discovered that high-strength bolted connections had similar, if not greater capacity to 
resist failure than riveted connections. High-strength bolts were easier to install and their 
clamping forces easier to control and monitor. ·For these reasons, high-strength bolts 
replaced rivets by the 1960's as the standard mechanical fasteners used in new 
construction. 
As the. use of high-strength bolts increased steadily, so did the research on high-
strength bolted details. It became important to understand the behavior of such details, 
particularly their strength and behavior for bridge applications. In the 1960's, rivet-
related research was replaced by high-strength bolt-related research in universities across 
the country. 
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3.2 The Fatigue Strength Curve for High-Strength Bolted Details 
3.2.1 Review of the Structural Detail Classification System 
Figure 2-1 shows a series of fatigue strength curves that describe the structural 
detail classification system for fatigue strength. These curves, classified into six 
categories, define the relationship between live load- stress range and number of cycles (S-
N relationship). Category A fatigue strength curve represents a structural detail with 
relatively good fatigue strength and category E' fatigue strength curve represents a 
structural detail with relatively poor fatigue strength. Although based on data from 
modern welded construction, the structural detail classification system for fatigue strength 
is also used by AASHTO and AREA to evaluate the fatigue strength of high-strength 
bolted structural details. 
3.2.2 Review of Existing Data 
Just as all available data on riveted details were first compiled in 1984, all 
available data on high-strength bolted details were compiled in 1987 by Kulak, Fisher, 
and Struik. The compiled data are from studies which involved high-strength bolted 
details fabricated from steels with yield stresses ranging from 36 to 120 ksi. Most of the 
data were from tension-type specimens or tension members, only a .few were from bolted 
cover plate ends in flexural members [Kulak, Fisher and Struik, 1987]. The data is 
plotted in· figure 3-1. 
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The data is significantly scattered, even within individual joint types. The scatter 
reflects variabilities in hole preparation, bolt clamping force (due to different bolt 
tightening techniques), joint configuration and other factors. A close evaluation of the 
data in figure 3-1 suggests that as the bolt clamping force increases, the fatigue strength 
of the detail increases. Furthermore, joint configuration defines the net section of a bolted 
detail. If the net section is significantly less than the gross section of the detail, then 
stresses will concentrate at the net section .. As the stress at the net section becomes more 
intense it weakens the detail's resistance to slippage. Should the bolts slip into bearing, 
the fatigue strength of the detail is weakened. Therefore, it is desirable to have a joint 
configuration that will define a net section as a large percentage of the gross section. 
Finally, some of the data scatter is a result of data from bolted details that were 
subjected to stress reversals (R<O). Based on this data, bolted details under stress 
reversals have fatigue strength greater than those under simple tension (R=O). This result 
is different from that of welded details, and is probably due to the significant 
characteristic difference between mechanically fastened details and welded details. 
Mechanically fastened details do not have the high tensile residual stresses that welds do 
and are, therefore, more resistant to fatigue cracking under stress reversals. 
3.2.3 Current AASHTO and AREA Provisions 
As can be seen in figure 3-1, all but one of the available data from studies of 
high-strength bolted details fall above the Category B curve of the structural detail 
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classification system. Although category B curve was derived from welded joints, it 
provides a lower bound to the test data on bolted joints. However, the use of a lower 
bound estimate results in conservative design relationships. Nevertheless, AASHTO and 
AREA provisions identify category B curve as the curve to evaluate the fatigue strength 
of high-strength bolted details. 
3.3 Additional Research Needed 
In addition to category B being conservative, the testing conditions of the data 
were also conservative. The stress. range of the data in figure 3-1 is from 25 to 45 ksi. 
Bridge members in service experience stress ranges from only 7 to 12 ksi. At lower 
stress tanges,. the test data figure 3-1 indicates that a detail will have a higher fatigue 
strength. More data is needed, therefore, in the low stress-high cycle region to better 
.define the fatigue behavior of high-strength bolted details under service conditions. 
Finally, high-strength bolted details, as previously mentioned, have characteristics 
different from welded details in that they provide a clamping force and do not have high 
tensile residual stresses, which are inherent of welding. In fact, just as it has been 
suggested that a different fatigue strength curve for riveted members can be established, 
further investigations may have researchers doing the same for high-strength bolted 
members. 
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Chapter 4 
Extending the Fatigue Life of Riveted Bridges with 
High-Strength Bolts 
4.1 Replacing Rivets with High-Strength Bolts 
The majority of our riveted bridges were bu.ilt at the beginning of the 20th century 
and today are classified as ''structurally deficient." Increasing traffic volume and weight, 
deteriorating components, and accumulation of large number of cycles are reasons riveted 
bridges need immediate attention. One possible and generally accepted method of 
extending a riveted structure's fatigue life is to replace the members that have fatigue 
cracks or are suspected to be overstressed. Since high-strength bolted connections have 
a higher fatigue strength than riveted connections, it is reasonable to assume that replacing 
rivets with high-strength bolts could upgrade the connection from a category D detail to 
a category B detail, thereby increasing the fatigue life of the entire structure. 
Consequently, many researchers and engineers ha.ve considered replacing rivets at critical 
connections with high-strength bolts as a more economical alternative to partial or total 
replacement of riveted members and some have chosen to do so. 
4.2 The Reemsnyder Study 
In the 1970's, Harold S. Reemsnyder, a researcher at Bethlehem Steel Corporation, 
pioneered the research to detennine if the fatigue life of riveted members could be 
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extended. by replacing rivets with high-strength bolts [Reemsnyder, 1975]. Mr. 
Reemsnyder conducted fatigue experiments on 16 "full-scale fabricated specimens that 
modeled a typical truss chord to panel point connection. He also tested two actual 
specimens taken from service that were identical to the models. 
Some specimens were tested under constant amplitude load to failure, while other 
specimens were tested under the same loading conditions until a fatigue crack was 
detected. Rivets near the cracks were replaced with high-strength bolts and the 
rehabilitated connection was then tested to failure. Mr. Reemsnyder found that if the 
high-strength bolts arrested the cracks, then other rivet locations not highly stressed 
became critical. These early tests were used to identify the critical regions of the 
connection. In the balance of the study, specimens were tested under constant amplitude 
load until the first fatigue crack was detected. Rivets in all of the previously identified 
critical locations in the connection were replaced with high-strength bolts and the 
rehabilitated connection was then tested to failure. In these cases, about 25% of the rivets 
in the specimen were replaced with bolts. Experimental results indicated that replacing 
rivets with bolts at locations of observed or anticipated fatigue cracking increased the 
fatigue life two to six times. 
Secondary factors, such as bolt clamping force and crack growth rate, were studied· 
as well. In five of the rehabilitated specimens under con·stant amplitude load, the bolts 
were torqued to develop a clamping force equal to 70% of the breaking strength of the 
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bolt (minimum allowed by AISC). In three additional specimens the bolts were torqued 
to develop a clamping force equal to 90% of the breaking strength of the bolt. These 
rehabilitated specimens were tested to failure. Reemsnyder concluded that the fatigue 
strength increased slightly when the bolt clamping force increased, but only when the 
bolts were installed at short crack lengths (less than OJ inch beyond the rivet head). At 
large crack lengths, the increase in bolt clamping force had no significant effect on the 
fatigue life extension of the structure. 
To study the affect of crack growth rate in rehabilitated specimens, Reemsnyder 
rehabilitated specimens at different crack lengths. He concluded that cracks initiate at the 
edge of the rivet hole or near the gage line and at the faying surface. These cracks 
propagate away from the hole and out to the surface. In 27 locations where cracks were 
visible before replacing the rivets, 17 cracks continued to grow at a reduced rate after 
bolts were installed, and 10 cracks were arrested by the bolts. Of seven cracks that were 
detected only after the rivet was removed (hidden below the rivet head), five cracks were. 
arrested by bolt replacement and two continued to grow. Therefore, Reemsnyder 
concluded that replacing rivets with high-strength bolts when large cracks were detected 
(greater than 0.1 inch beyond the rivet head) did not significantly influence subsequent 
fatigue life. In fact, he proved that cracks up to 1 inch beyond the rivet head _prior to 
rivet replacement would not detrimentally affect subsequent fatigue life. Rivet 
replacement when cracks were less than 0.1 inch beyond the rivet head increased the 
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fatigue life two tn six times, and it seems reasonable to assume that if no cracks existed 
prior to rivet replacement, the fatigue life would be extended even more. 
Reemsnyder also attempted to compare specimens under constant amplitude load 
and variable amplitude load. Remaining specimens were tested under variable amplitude 
load to failure. The critical locations in the specimen due to this loading condition were 
the same as identified in constant amplitude load tests. Furthennore, there was little 
difference in the fatigue crack growth rate between the rehabilitated specimens under 
variable and constant amplitude load. 
4.3 Additional Studies 
4.3.1 Wyly and Scott, 1946 
In 1946, L. T. Wyly and M. B. Scott proposed a study at Purdue University in 
conjunction with the United States Steel Corporation to investigate fatigue failures in 
riveted structural members of ore bridges. They stated that protecting ore bridges from 
fatigue· failures involves two problems: ( 1) the elimination of high local stresses and 
strains and (2) the estimation of the fatigue strength of riveted connections after ( 1) is 
achieved. They suggested that in order to achieve (l ), rivets at the ends of the connection 
or splice plates should be replaced with high-strength bolts. Their rational was that the 
rivets at the end of the splice plate were overloaded and slipped into bearing. High-
strength bolts have a greater capacity to resist high local stresses. In fact, th_ey stated that 
the maximum clamping force of a rivet cannot exceed its tensile yield point and its tensile 
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yield point is 1/3rd that of a high-strength bolt. As a result, riveted joints have a better 
tendency to slip because of lesser clamping forces. Since the fatigue strength of a 
connection is directly influenced by a fastener's clamping force, it seems reasonable to 
assume that replacing rivets with high-strength bolts would significantly reduce high local 
stresses and strains, and therefore increase the fatigue strength of the structure .. 
In reference to (2), Wyly and Scott stated that it appears impractical, however, to 
rate a riveted detail precisely for fatigue loading, since existing fatigue tests show a large 
scatter. They believe the scatter is due to the clamping forces in the rivets which vary 
from rivet to rivet because of rivet installation procedures. In addition, the clamping 
forces of rivets are difficult to predict in any given connection. 
4.3.2 AREA, 1955 
Comparison of the clamping forces of rivets and high-strength bolts was an issue 
of interest for AREA. AREA conducted a study to determine if high-strength bolts would 
stay tight in locations where rivets would not. In 1948, AREA replaced rivets with high-
strength bolts in particular locations along 12 different railroad bridges. In 1954, these 
bridges were inspected and the general results were that bolted joints proved superior to 
the riveted joints. Some bolts had a loss in clamping action, but AREA believed this loss 
was due to a re-seating of the steel members. Finally,. AREA noted that bolts tightened 
to their plastic range stayed tight. They recommended that bolts be tightened higher than 
the minimum recommended values to compensate for a loss in clamping action. The 
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results of AREA's inspections implied that replacing rivets with high-strength bolts would 
-increase the performance and hence the fatigue strength of riveted bridges. 
4.3.3 Szeliski and Elk holy, 1984 
In 1984, Szeliski and Elkholy investigated a railway truss bridge in the Canadian 
National Railway (CNR) system for fatigue. Their investigation attempted to estimate the 
fatigue damage and remaining fatigue life of the bridge in order to justify a course of 
action to retrofit the bridge. Through a series of field measurements which included 
strain-gaging and crack growth analysis, Szeliski and Elk.holy determined that the rivet 
holes were of good quality and could be classified as category C detail. Category C, 
therefore, was used to evaluate the remaining fatigue life of the bridge. 
Based on Reemsnyder' s study 10 years prior, Szeliski and Elkholy believed that 
the fatigue life of the bridge could be extended appreciably if rivets were replaced with 
high-strength bolts. By replacing ri_vets with bolts, a category B detail could be achieved. 
They estimated that by achieving a category B detail, the fatigue life would be extended 
from 1984 to 1998 for hangers, from 1991 to beyond 2000 for stringers, and from 2000 
to beyond 2000 for floor beams. Consequently, they recommended to CNR that rivets 
be replaced with high-strength bolts. 
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4.4 Summary 
In the mid-1950's, engineers believed that high-strength bolted connections 
performed better than their riveted counterparts because of higher clamping forces. Some 
engi_neers, including Wyly and Scott as well as those within AREA, experimented with 
high-strength bolted and riveted connections. It was not until the mid-1970's when 
Harold Reemsnyder from Bethlehem Steel Corporation conducted a full-scale study to 
investigate the fatigue strength of riveted connections and old riveted connections 
rehabilitated with high-strength bolts. His re_sults confirmed that replacing rivets at 
critical locations with high-strength bolts is a feasible alternative to extending the fatigue 
life of riveted bridges. Today, engineers,. such as Szeliski and Elk.holy, are recommending 
the replacement of rivets with high-strength bolts as a more economical means to extend 
the fatigue life of riveted structures. 
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Chapter 5 
The Rivet Removal Process 
5.1 Existing Rivet Removal Tools 
Throughout North America there have been a large number of bridge rehabilitation 
projects requiring the removal of rivets, and within the last 20 years, requiring 
replacement of rivets with high-strength. bolts. Pneumatic tools, acetylene torches, and 
drills are today's common tools for removing structural rivets. 
5.1.1 Pneumatic Tools 
Pneumatic tools were used in 1944 by Nickel Plate to remove rivets in order to 
strengthen main line viaducts from Bellevue to Buffalo, N.Y. Built from 1902 to 1905, 
these viaducts were not designed to support the heavy traffic loads that th·ey were then 
experiencing due to World War II traffic. The top cover plates of the girders were badly 
corroded from brine drippings. In order to replace these cover plates with new ones, the 
rivets had to be removed. Nickel Plate used a modified pneumatic hammer, known as .,,., 
a "rivet buster," to back out the rivet shanks after the heads were removed. N_ew cover 
plates were put in place and. new rivets were driven into the existing holes. 
A similar cover plate repair job was performed in 1948 by Erie Railroad. 
Although the exact removal technique was not mentioned, the crew was outfitted with two 
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rivet busters and two sets of oxyacetylene cutting equipment, among other tools
. It is 
reasonable to assume that the rivet removal procedure was the same as that used i
n 1944 
by Nickel Plate. 
In the 195.0's, AREA conducted an investigation to determine "if the use of high-
strength bolts was practical in railroad structures. They were experiencing probl
ems of 
keeping rivets tight in these structures and wanted to determine if high-strength bo
lts had 
adequate clamping force to remain tight for the life of the structure. AREA installe
d over 
1000 bolts in locations where rivets were loose. Consequently, rivets had to be rem
oved. 
Rivet heads were removed with an acetylene torch and the shanks were b~cked o
ut with 
a punch on a pneumatic rivet buster. 
In 1975, Reemsnyder conducted his study to investigate replacing rivets with high-
strength bolts as a means of extending the fatigue life of riveted bridges. Dur
ing his 
experimentation, he rehabilitated his specimens by replacing critical rivets with
 high-
strength bolts. He documented his rivet removal procedure: 
... the rivets were removed with a pneumatic hammer and backing-out 
punch. The rivet head was knocked off with the hammer held at a flat 
angle with respect to the channel web. The remainder of the rivet was 
then driven out of the connected plies. This method ... was developed for 
field rivet removal and does not damage the connected material (p. 2595). 
Since Reemsnyder's study, the procedure of removing the rivet head with the 
pneumatic hammer gained wide acceptance. It reduces labor time by using the sam
e tool 
for removing both the rivet head and the rivet shaft. CNR presently employ
s this 
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procedure, but finds that a chisel,. instead of the punch, is better at removing the rivet 
head in the field. Both the chisel and punch is attached to the ·pneumatic hammer. 
Pneumatic tools are the most widely used tools for removing rivets from bridges. 
The rivet is removed by knocking the rivet head off with either a punch or chisel and 
backing out the shank whh a punch. Unfortunately, pneumatic tools have their 
shortcomings. A pneumatic rivet buster weighs between 25-40 pounds depending on the 
length of the rivets to be removed. The weight is needed to pro·vide impact resistance, 
but. quickly tires the operator. In addition, vibration due to compressed air flow through 
the tool hinders the operator's performance. Hence, rivet removal with a pneumatic 
hammer is not very efficient. Furthermore, the tool's weight and vibration can easily 
steer the tool off the rivet and gouge the steel around the hole. 
5.1.2 Acetylene Torches 
Both Nickel Plate and Erie Railroad used acetylene torches to remove rivets in 
their repair jobs. They burned the rivet head off and then used a pneumatic hammer to 
back the shank out of the hole. In one instance, Nickel Plate had to remove rivets that 
held the girder's bottom flange to the sole plate. They burned ·the rivet head off, kept the 
shank in the hole, and welded the bottom flange directly to the sole plate. 
In the 1950' s, AREA used acetylene torches to burn the rivet heads off. They 
used a pneumatic hammer to back out the shaft However, AREA noted that burning cut 
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away some of the metal around the hole, producing a jagged surface insufficient for 
propter bolt bearing. During the repair of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company Bridge 
in Miles City, Montana, it was necessary to clean the burning scale from the area around 
the hole. In this job, AREA attempted to burn the sharik of the rivet out of the hole. 
They noted the following: 
An attempt was made to burn out the shank of one rivet in the outside of 
the hanger on the south truss of span 2. In doing this a hole was cut 
through the gusset plate alongside the rivet hole (p. 930). 
Acetylene torches were used extensively for removing rivets ·prior to the 1950's. 
Today, companies like ·CNR are only using acetylene torches for instances where rivets 
are difficult to remove with a pneumatic hammer because of either tight clearances or 
crooked rivets in crooked holes created from misaligned plates. Even for these cases, 
however, acetylene torches can damage the steel around the hole beyond repair. 
5.1.3 Drills 
In 1982, the Triborough Bridge and Tunnel Authority in New York City was 
responsible for the repair of the Marine Parkway Bridge. In 1970, the bridge suffered 
damage when a boom of a crane mounted on a barge crossing beneath the bridge 
accidentally struck the lower chords of the main vertical lift span. Then through the 
years, severe member corrosion had occured. Rivets were replaced with high-strength 
bolts in an effort to reinforce the bridge. The rivets on one web of the lower chord were 
drilled out. The exact procedure was not mentioned; however, this job was the only one 
researched that documented drilling as the rivet removal method. Although drilling is 
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often used to remove smaller rivets, it is usually not used for removing large structural 
rivets because of time and safety factors. 
5.1.4 Patented Tools 
A patent search conducted at Lehigh University's Martin-Fairchild Library covered 
patents spanning from 1920 - 1953 and 196.3 - 1989 with "rivet removal" in their titles. 
A full scale patent search was also conducted by Mr. Paul F. Prestia from the law offices 
of Ratner and Prestia. Thirty-nine patented rivet removal schemes were recovered, most 
of them focusing on removing small rivets, like those in the shoe and aircraft industries. 
Ten patents were of conceptual interest to the researchers for structural rivet removal. 
A schematic and brief description of the ten patents are provided in Appendix A. These 
patented tools are either pneumatically, hydraulically, electrically, or powqer actuated. 
Pneumatic Tools 
There are a significant number of pneumatically driven tools patented for rivet 
removal. These tools consist of a piston-cylinder arrangement that is powered by 
compressed air. Four of them were of interest to the researchers. The "Rivet Breaker" 
by Nurnberger in 1920 and by Keller in 1922 are very similar, but Nurnberger's design 
consist of threaded components that can be detached and removed. Keller, on the other 
hand, designed a one-piece piston-cylinder arrangement, which is very much like the 
contemporary rivet buster. Also in 1922, Am's "Rivet Cutter" was patented. Arn 
developed pivotally connected "jaws" to be attached to a pneumatic rivet break~r with a 
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follower pin. The jaws we~ for severing the rivet head. Along the same line of a rivet 
breaker attachment, the "Rivet Removing Device" was developed in 1946 by Rocheville. 
Rocheville designed an elongated arbor with one end attached to the rivet breaker's piston 
while the other end holds a cylindrical cutting tool of less diameter than the rivet hole. 
As the piston moves forward, the arbor carrying the cutting tool penetrates the rivet and 
cores a hole through it. These pneumatic tools seemed to have been developed for large 
structural rivets. 
Hydraulic Tools 
In 1928, Stevens received a patent for his "Rivet Cutting Gun." It is a piston-
cylinder device, similar to the pneumatic devices, but is hydraulically actuated instead. 
It has a tapered tool at the end that penetrates a rivet and cores a hole through it. A 
cutting tool using "jaws" similar to Am's "Rivet Cutter" was developed by Mellerio. 
Mellerio received a patent for his "Rivet Stem Puller and Cutter" in 1948. The jaws 
would clamp onto the rivet head against the base material, pull the rivet head away from 
the rivet shaf4 ·and cut it off. For a structural rivet, this device would be hydrauhcally 
actuated. 
Electric Tools 
Electric rivet removal tools were also patented. The most interested patents 
involved drilling operations. In 1942, Burns received a patent for his ;'Rivet Cutter." 
Burns developed the concept of placing a drill bit inside a guide sleeve. The sleeve has 
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an extension that snuggly fits around the rivet head to accurately align the drill bit with 
the center of the rivet head. Kanihan's "Rivet Remover" in 1945 consists of a chucked 
drill rod that slides down a guide sleeve and drills a hole through the rivet. This 
component is attached to a hand drill. DalBianco' s "Rivet Removal Tool" in 1971 
introduced a rotating chuck that slides down a hollow cylindrical casing. The chuck has 
inner and outer teeth that cuts through the rivet .like a hole saw. As mentioned 
previously, drilling is feasible for removing small rivets, but is not usually used for 
removing structural rivets because of time -and safety factors. 
Powder Actuated Tools 
One patent, Temple's "Rivet Cutter" in 1940, was described as powder actuated. 
It is a piston-cylinder device like the pneumatic tools, but instead of air driving the piston 
forward, explosive energy drives the piston forward. A punch is attached to the end of 
the piston, and when the piston moves forward, the punch delivers an impact force onto 
the rivet. Safety is clearly a concern in the operation of powder actuated too.ls. 
Robotics 
In 1984, a robotic rivet removal system was being developed by Southwest 
Research Institute in San Antonio, Texas (Machine Design, Jan. 6, 1984). This robotic 
system was being developed for removing rivets from airplane wings. The rivet head is 
precision drilled and the shank is removed by a punch driven by a pneumatic hammer. 
Three punches are available on the system. The drilling apparatus is designed so that it 
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can drill all expected rivet sizes without changing tools. Although airplane rivets are 
much smaller than structural rivets, an extension of this development could be useful to 
the construction industry. 
5.2 Proposed Rivet Removal Tools 
As previously discussed, all existing nvet removal tools have distinct 
shortcomings. Many of them were also designed and patented in the early to mid 1900's. 
Today, with a growing concern for bridge maintenance and safety, large-scale retrofitting 
is becoming a reality. It is imperative, therefore, to develop a newer, more efficient and 
cost-effective method of removing rivets. 
For example, the cost to CNR to remove a rivet and replace it wfth a high-strength 
bolt varies from $1.60 in the best case to $22.00 in the worst case. The majority of the 
replacement cost is labor costs. An extremely difficult rivet can take as long as 35 
nunutes to remove. A tool designed to reduce labor would result in a significant 
reduction in costs. With a large number of bridges needing repair, a savings of a few 
dollars per rivet could easily translate into millions of dollars. 
A list of criteria was formulated to assist the researchers and the project's advisory 
panel in selecting new rivet removal methods. These criteria include the following: 
• Speed. The purpose of this project is to reduce the average 
time needed to remove and replace each rivet. 
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• Costs. In addition to labor costs related to the speed of a 
·rivet removal tool, additional costs such as capital costs, 
maintenance costs, and material costs, must be 
economically justified. 
• Non-destructiveness. The method chosen should ayoid the 
risk of damage to the steel girders. 
• Size. The rivets to be removed are often close together and 
·in tight clearances. Therefore, the size and shape of the 
proposed tool is important. 
• Weight/Maneuverability. Tool handling directly impacts 
task efficiency, th_eref ore weight and maneuverability of the 
tool is important. 
• Set Up(fear Down Time. Set up and tear down times are 
particularly important for railroad bridge repair since train 
schedules must remain uninterrupted. Each time a train 
passes through, the rivet removal procedure must be halted 
and in many cases, the equipment must be removed. The 
time available for actual rivet removal is limited by the 
amount of time necessary· for arrival, set up, tear down, 
departure and a safety margin. The set up and tear down 
times should be· as short as possible to allow the maximum 
amount of time to be spent on actual rivet removal. 
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• Safety. Rivet removal is often performed in remote areas, 
at high elevations, over water, and is time dependent upon 
train schedules; therefore safety of the workers is of 
concern. 
The researchers and the project's advisory panel brainstormed 15 tools and 
concepts for removing structural rivets. With knowledge of the criteria and limited 
research time, the researchers, under the guidance of the advisory panel, decided to pursue 
only six of these methods: Improved Pneumatic, Hydraulic, Powder, Laser, Cryogenic, 
and Abrasive Waterjet Tools. A schematic of each tool is pro_vided in Appendix B. The 
following sections introduce and describe each method. 
5.2.1 Improved Pneumatic Tool 
Pneumatic tools are capable of removing structural rivets by delivering powerful 
repetitive impact forces on a rivet. Beca~se air is compressible, large amounts of air are 
required to generate the pressures to produce large static forces. In fact, it is difficult and 
expensive to achieve high pressures with air. Instead, pneumatic tools deliver an impulse 
force by moving a mass, such as a chisel, at a high velocity, striking it against the object 
to be chiseled. In addition, pneumatic hammers, also called "rivet busters," are very 
heavy. Their weight provides the necessary reaction force to resist potentially harmful 
kickback. 
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Pneumatic hammers have demonstrated their effectiveness in the field and have 
been used to remove structural rivets for many years. Among the other current structural 
rivet removal techniques, such as high speed drilling and acetylene torches, pneumatic 
hammers remain the most successful. Pneumatics are also less expensive th~ hydraulics. 
Fot these reasons, pneumatic rivet busters are the most common tools used for removing 
structural rivets today. 
However, pneumatic tools for removing suuctural rivets have their shortcomings. 
A pneumatic rivet buster weighs between 25-40 pounds depending on. the length of the 
rivets to be removed. The weight is needed to provide impact resistance, but quickly tires 
the operatoc In addition, vibration due to compressed air flow through the tool hinders 
the operators performance. Hence, rivet removal with .a pneumatic hammer is not very 
efficient. Furthermore, the tool's weight and vibration can easily steer the tool off the 
rivet and gouge the steel around the hole. 
The researchers attempted to redesign the hammer more efficiently. However, it 
is critical. for the tool to have a large mass to counteract the impulse blows. A smaller 
pneumatic tool was used in the laboratory, but could not remove the rivets efficiently. 
The researchers were unable to design an easier handling tool while maintaining 
ef f ecti venes s. 
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With these results in mind, the project advisory panel suggested that the 
researchers consider adjusting the shape or material of the chisel. Perhaps a different 
shape or material would remove structural rivets more efficiently.
 The researchers 
decided to experiment with various types of chisels, recording signi
ficant observations. 
Another suggestion consisted of reducing the amount of force required
 to remove 
a rivet and thus the weight of the tool. One possible method of 
reducing the force 
requirements is. cryogenics, which is described in a later section. 
5.2.2 Hydraulic Tool 
Hydraulic tools are inexpensive relative to high technological cuttin
g processes 
like lasers, yet are known for exertion of powerful static forces. 
Hydraulic tools for 
removing structural rivets could be designed for any of the following 
three purposes: to 
remove the rivet head only; to remove the rivet shaft only; or to rem
ove both. 
For any tool which uses static force, a reaction force must be provided
. The larger 
the application force, the larger the needed reaction force and the lar
ger the size of the 
tool. For the purpose of removing a rivet head, the researchers envisio
ned a hydraulically 
operated tool consisting of two "jaws" that could grab the rivet head, apply a "scissors" 
action, and essentially pull it off. This action is very similar to that ex
isting in Mellerio's 
1948 patent, "Rivet Stem Puller and Cutter." The application force w
ould be provided 
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by one jaw and the reaction force by the other. Consequently, the two jaws work together 
to sever the rivet head. Depending on the forces required to remove the rivet head, this 
method could prove feasible. 
On the other hand; a pushing force required to remove a rivet shaft would require 
a tool to clamp onto the girder in order to effectively transfer a reaction force. This 
requirement could cause some potential problems. First, the reaction an.ct application 
forces would oppose each other creating some potential damage to the girder. Second, 
since some of the rivets are difficult to access (close to the web or other girders), it would 
be difficult to produce a design usable in all situations. Depending on the magnitude of 
the required removal force, the hydraulic tool would probably be large, heavy, and thus 
infeasible. 
It would be ideal to produce a hydraulic tool to accomplish both the rivet head and 
rivet shaft removal tasks. However, due to the physical differences in the tasks and the 
problems discussed previously, the design of a single tool would be difficult if not 
infeasible. As a result, it tnay be more feasible to develop a hydraulic rivet head removal 
tool and use it in conjunction with another method effective in removing the rivet shafts. 
This method was deemed possible and worth investigating further in the 
laboratory. The amount of force required to remove the rivet head and rivet shaft must 
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be determined experimentally. These forces could then be extrapolated back to the design 
of a hydraulic tool putting the researchers in a position to determine its feasibility. 
5.2.3 Powder Actuated Tool 
A tool powered by explosive cartridges remains another alternative considered for 
removing structural rivets. Five tool manufacturers are members of an organization called 
Powder Actuated Tool Manufacturers' Institute (PATMI). They manufacture tools to 
anchor fasteners into steel, concrete, and masonry. The "pow~· explode on the 
impact of a hammer or trigger device and the energy released in the: explosion drives a 
piston forward. This piston forces a fastener into the base material. The force the tool 
delivers is easily controlled by the make-up of the power loads which are manufactured 
at twelve levels for a variety of applications. 
·The researchers have experimented with the highest power load available to 
consumers - power level 4. They can ensure that with power level 4 the operator would 
not experience recoil, or kickback, of the tool. Although this power level is probably far 
below that required to remove a structural rivet, a much larger power load could be 
designed to accomplish the task. However, as the power load increases, so will the recoil. 
The researchers envision a tool similar to a trigger operated gun. The tool would 
house multiple power loads and work like an automatic rifle so that the piston could 
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deliver repetitive impact forces, much like a pneumatic hammer. The advantage of a 
powder actuated tool over a pneumatic hammer is that ·it is does not require a large 
compressor and is therefore, self-contained. On the other hand, because powder actuation 
relies on individual gunpowder cartridges, the blows per minute rate is lower than that of 
a pneumatic tool resulting in a slower rivet removal rate. The difference in the rates 
should be compared. Also, the cost of removing a rivet could be quite high if many 
power loads would be required. Finally, safety is an important issue in the operation of 
a powder actuated tool. 
5.2.4 Laser Cutting Tool 
Laser cutting's rapid growth among nontraditional machining processes during the 
past decade initiated investigation into lasers and their possible application to structural 
rivet removal. The investigation included a literature review of the laser cutting process, 
information from the president of Laser Applications, Inc. (LAI) in Westminster, MD, and 
second-hand information from a local laser cutting company, Trexler Industries. 
Lasers offer an advantage for the manufacturing world. With changes in its power 
density, the laser can be made ·to perform several tasks, including cutting and even 
welding. A laser is capable of processing all known material when it can be focused to 
generate 109 watts/in2 at the focal point. Cutting carbon steel requires a laser power 
density of 107 watts/in2• Cutting through rivets, which are produced from low carbon 
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steel, would require more power because the steel lacks oxygen, a gas that assists the 
cutting process. 
The researchers were interested in the speed of the laser cutting process as well 
as its cutting depth capabilities. Lasers can cut through 1/8 in. (3.2 mm) carbon steel in 
a matter of seconds; however, they are utilized for cutting relatively thin material since 
they are most effective for cutting carbon steel below 1/8-inch. "Classification of 
Materials," an article in the February 1989 issue of Manufacturing Engineering, states that 
steel thicker than 1/8-inch has striations on the cut edge. In addition, this steel is 
assumed clean of rust or dirt. Furthermore, lasers create a heat affected zone by 
inheriting the problem of heat build up and substantial dross that adheres to the cutting 
edge requiring a secondary finishing operation. The thicker the material, the greater the 
problem with surf ace finish. Portable laser systems have not been commercially 
developed and would require a substantial investment to build a prototype system. 
Finally, in order to perform the rivet removal task, the laser beam would be 
required to remain extremely steady. Such a requirement suggests a robotic or automated 
system with a relatively high development cost. Because of all the physical limitations 
involved in this process, it was deemed infeasible. 
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5.2.5 Cryogenic Tool 
A method proposed for simplifying the rivet removal process by reducing the 
required removal forces was to use liquid nitrogen to cool a rivet to its brittle-ductile 
transition temperature before removing it with an impact tool. Liquid nitrogen should 
make the rivet brittle thus reducing the amount of impact energy required to remove the 
rivet head. Ultimately, the use. of liquid nitrogen could possibly permit a smaller 
pneumatic (impact) tool. 
A literature search identified two interesting applications of liquid nitrogen. An 
article in the December 1985 issue of Cryogenics entitled "Liquid Nitrogen Unit for 
Cryosurgery" introduced a compact and transportable device used to destruct diseased 
body tissue as well as highly vascular and malignant tumors. The device, known as the 
Spembly autoclavable cryoprobe, "applies the intense freezing power of liquid nitrogen 
at -196 degrees celsius to target tissue via an easily and accurately controlled vacuum-
insulated probe." Spembly Medical has an extensive range of other cryosurgic~ 
instruments including small, lightweight hand-held units as well as comprehensive sys-
tems. 
An additional application of liquid nitrogen involved the simplification of paint 
removal for the renovation of the Statue of Liberty in 1984. The method employed for 
this project involved "discharging liquid nitrogen by a wand-like device at 150 psi onto 
the painted outer surface." It was noted in this article that "pa.int removal from the 
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11,000 sq. ft. interior talces one-third of a gallon of liquid nitrogen to remove a sq. ft of 
paint in 10-15 sec." 
Experiments applying liquid nitrogen to rivet heads and shafts must be conducted 
for the purpose of removing structural rivets. Several factors that are important to 
determine feasibility must be considered. These factors include: the liquid nitrogen 
delivery system; the application procedure; the rivet's brittle-ductile transition 
temperature; the time to reduce the rivet to its brittle-ductile transition temperature; the 
impact force required to remove a cooled rivet; the effect that liquid nitrog~n, combined 
with the impact forces, have on the girder around the hole; the effect of the condition of 
the rivet surf ace on temperature change; and the amount of liquid nitrogen needed to cool 
a rivet. 
5.2.6 Abrasive Waterjet 
Waterjet cutting has been around (or 15-20 years and has been an accepted method 
for cutting material such as plastic, cardboard, -and fabric. Its cutting abilities, however, 
were limited until more recently when abrasive waterjet cutting was developed. Now, the 
abrasive-carrying fluid has increased both the types of materials apd applications for 
which the cutting process is practical. 
Advantages of the abrasive waterjet cutting process are numerous. These 
advantages are listed below. 
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• 
• 
Safe. Waterjet does not expose the base material to a flame 
or high temperature areas as torches do. 
Clean. The process generates little dust and washes away 
particles, thereby preventing them from flying into the air. 
Furthermore, the water waste can be easily caught and 
disposed of with no pollution hazard. 
• No Deformation. The force of the water and abrasives 
does not def onn the cut surf ace of the material. 
• Less Noise. Hashish states that the process is quieter than 
mechanical tools and some of the other cutting operations 
it may replace. He notes that the noise the jet creates is 
actually dependent on the distance of the nozzle from the 
working material. The closer the nozzle to the material, the 
quieter the process (Hashish, 1984 ). 
• Smooth Cutting. Waterjets can make clean cuts on a 
single pass, eliminating the need for a secondary finishing 
operation. Furthermore, a waterjet will ream crooked holes 
as it removes the rivet, thus eliminating a secondary 
reaming operation required in these cases. 
• Easy Contouring. Waterjets are easily maneuvered. They 
also produce small kerfs (usually about 1/16 in.), allowing 
complex cuts on high strength materials. 
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• No Thermal Effects. Waterjet cutting produces no heat 
affected zone .as occurs with laser or torch cutting. The cut 
stays cool, thus the mechanical properties of the material 
remain uniform. 
• Excellent Automation Adaptability. Although some 
waterjet cutting is operated manµally, most industries have 
switched to automated processes. Robotics have made 
possible the precise and accurate movement of the jet at 
high speeds, allowing the jet to take on jobs requiring a 
quality not ·possible with manual cutting operations. 
• High Cutting Speeds. The water velocity exiting the 
waterjet nozzle is as high as Mach 3, three times the speed 
of sound. In 1985, Flow Systems, Inc. claimed that at 
30,000 psi water pressure and 3 lb/min abrasive flow rate, 
waterjets can cut through_ 1-in. thick mild steel at a rate of 
8 ipm. Five years later there have been improvements in 
cutting rates. 
• Flexible Reach. Although pumps and the intensifier unit 
tend to be large, the cutting head in a waterjet system is 
small and lends itself to portable cutting operations. 
Because of to its narrow orifice, the waterjet head is 
capable of reaching rivets in tight clearances. 
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Waterjet cutting has several advantages. It produces a clean, smooth cut with no 
deformation or thermal damage to the surrounding steel. Moreover, it is lightweight and 
easy to control. Yet, several obstacles must be overcome before adapting this method for 
removing structural rivets. First, waterjet cutting produces high speed water flow which 
may require additional safety procedures. Secondly, waterjet cutting is most effective for 
cutting steel when the nozzle is less than 1-1/2 inches from the cutting surface. Beyond 
this distance, waterjet cuts are jagged and the feed rate of the jet is slow. 
Presently, there are two major U.S. companies that build waterjet cutting 
equipment intended for manufacturing applications: Flow Systems Incorporated, Kent, 
WA, and McCartney Manufacturing Company, Baxter Springs, KS; a subsidiary of 
Ingersoll-Rand Corporation. Recently, some newer suppliers have entered the market. 
One is Jet Edge Corporation, a joint venture of Continental Machines, Incorporated and 
Possis Corporation. A second is NLB (National Liquid Blasting) Corporation. 
Flow Systems calls its abrasive waterjet the Paser (particle stream erosion) system. 
It utilizes up to 55,000 psi of water pressure; however, cutting is usually done at about 
20,0()()-30,000 psi. Higher pressure water cuts at a faster rate; however, r_equires more 
frequent maintenance of the nozzle orifices and, what is more costly, the intensifier seals. 
With a 30,000 psi water jet and abrasive flow of 3 lbs/min., Flow Systems claimed in 
1985 these cutting rates: 
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• 
• 
• 
1-in. thick mild steel - 8 ipm 
1.25-in. thick stainless steel - 6 ipm 
3-in. thick tool steel - 1.5 ipm 
Ingersoll-Rand calls its system the Hyd.robrassive nozzle. Its design and cutting 
rates are similar to that of the Paser. 
The key components of an abrasive waterjet cutting- system include the high 
pressure pump, the waterjet, the abrasive feed system, and the abrasive-jet nozzle. 
Secondary components include the abrasive, water catcher, and accessories, such as 
swivels, hoses, and control valves. The high-pressure pump commonly used in the field 
is a 35 ksi dual intensifier pump driven by a 75 hp motor. The jet is formed with a 
sapphire orifice. Common diameters for cutting applications range between 0.003 and 
0.020 in. "The development of catching systems to collect the abrasives and water is of 
prime operational importance. Typically, for field applications, a vacuum-type catcher 
can be adapted with a shroud surrounding the jet to catch rebounding water and abrasive" 
(Hashish, 1984 ). Improved catching apparatuses now allow the jet to dissipate, reducing 
noise levels and safety hazards. 
The major cost elements in the operation of abrasive waterjet systems are the 
capital cost of the equipment; the cost of power; the cost of abrasives; and the cost of 
nozzles due to wear. According to Dr. Mohamed Hashish, Senior Research Scientist of 
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Flow Systems Inc. in Kent, WA, the estimated hourly cost for utilizing an abrasive 
Waterjet system was $27 U .S./hour in 1984. This cost was based on the capital cost of 
the equipment plus a 5 year interest of 15%, 10,000 hours of total operating time, and 
maintenance. "Although this may be more expensive than other cutting methods, waterjets 
provide smoother cuts, possibly faster cuts, minimum disturbances to adjacent structures, 
and is vibration-free" (ibid, 1984). 
5.3 Experimentation 
The objective of the experimentation was to determine the feas.ibility of five of the 
six proposed methods for the application of removing structural rivets. Laser cutting was 
deemed infeasible. before the experimental stage. Laser cutting creates a heat affected 
zone by inheriting the problem of heat build up and substantial dross that adheres to the 
cutting edge requiring a secondary finishing operation. Furthermore, the laser tool would 
require substantial investment to build a prototype system. Compared to the traditional 
pneumatic tool for the application of removing rivets, laser is not as cost-effective. 
Consequently, laser is not included among the experimental results. 
5.3.1 Physical Properties of Rivets 
Rivets from a bridge girder used oh the Grand Narrows bridge in Canada were 
used for experimentation. In order to determine if the rivets were representative of those 
rivets that CNR will be replacing, their physical properties were determined and compared 
with rivets from the Queen Victoria and Bev~rly Viaduct bridges in Canada. 
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Rockwell "B" Hardness Tests 
Rockwell hardness tests were performed on nine rivets from the Grand Narrows 
Bridge, four rivets from the Queen Victoria Bridge, and one rivet from the Beverly 
Viaduct Bridge. The hardness of the rivet shafts, recorded on the B-scale, ranged from 
B61 to B78 indicating an approximate tensile strength of 68 ksi and approximate yield 
strength of 43 ksi. The steel on the outer surf aces of the rivet head was notably harder, 
ranging from B78 to B91. Work hardening of the steel during the rivet installation process 
explains these higher hardness ratings. 
Rivet Composition 
Three rivet specimens, one representing each of the three bridges, were shipped 
to an independent testing facility to determine the rivet composition. Spectrochemical 
analysis performed on each rivet identified the percentage of 17 elements present in the 
rivet material. These percentages can be seen in table 5-1. 
The rivet steel can be classified as a low carbon steel in which carbon makes up 
less than 20% of the steel composition. The rivet from the Grand Narrows bridge built 
in 1917 contained considerably less carbon (.111) than the rivets from the Beverly 
Viaduct bridge built in 1908 (.188) and the Queen Victoria bridge built in 1896 (.164). 
The researchers hypothesized that the lower carbon content ·could be attributed to the year 
that the Grand Narrows bridge was constructed. 1be year 1917 was during World War 
l, a time of hardship and economic depression when large amounts of steel were required 
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for the defense industry. Such conditions may have produced materials of less quality. 
Yet the researchers cannot ignore the fact that rivet properties are usually classified within 
a broad range. Contents of other primary elements including manganese, phosphorus, and 
sulfur appear to fall within the Canadian specifications. 
5.3.2 Static Load Test 
A 3-feet long section containing the bottom flange of a 6-feet deep bridge girder 
from the Grand N~ows bridge was removed. The section was taken into the Advanced 
Technology for Large Structural Systems (A TLSS) Laboratory at Lehigh University for 
static load tests. 
The purpose of the static load tests was to determine the amount of static force 
required to remove a rivet head and shaft. Hydraulic tools apply static forces. 
Knowledge of the static force requirement would allow the researchers to determine the 
feasibility of hydraulic tools for removing structural rivets. 
A chisel tool was mounted on a 60 kip testing machine and the girder section was 
aligned in the machine so that the chisel tip was touching the rivet head directly against 
the girder. See figure 5-1 for alignment. An average static force of 27 .4 kips was 
required to shear the rivet head.. Once the rivet head was removed, the chisel tool was 
.replaced with a steel punch approximately 1/2-inch (12.8' mm) in diameter. The girder 
, 
section was aligned so that the punch would line up ·with the rivet shaft to back .it out. 
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See figure 5-2 for this alignment. The average static force requ_u:ed to bac
k out a rivet 
shaft was 29.6 kips; yet this force ranged from 12.8 kips in the easiest case
 to 41.6 kips 
in the most difficult case: In two cases, the plates- were severely misaligned
 so that large 
increases in static force resulted in failure of the steel punch. Observations
 demonstrated 
that for these two cases, the rivet shafts did not even move. This test dem
onstrates the 
various degrees of dlfficulty of backing out the rivet shafts. 
5.3.3 Charpy Impact Test 
Cryogenics could embrittle the rivet and make its removal simpler, thus all
owing 
the use of a smaller, lighter impact tool. The purpose of the Charpy impa
ct tests was to 
determine the brittle-ductile transition temperature of the rivet material, or th
e temperature 
at which the rivet becomes brittle. 
Charpy specimens were produced from the rivet shafts of those rivets from 
Grand 
Narrows and Queen Victoria bridges. The Beverly V_iaduct bridge was not represented 
because its rivet. shafts were not long enough to produce Charpy specim
ens. Three 
specimens (2 from G.N. and 1 from Q. V.) were tested at five temperatures, -46° (-50°F), 
-32°C (-25°F), -18°C (0°F), -4°C (25°F), and 19°C (66°F). 
The experimental data were plotted on an impact energy versus temperature 
graph. 
The graph shows a series of three "S" curves having an "upper" and "lower" she
lf. Refer 
to figure 5-3. The graph shows that the brittle-ductile transition temperature
 of the rivet 
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steel is in the range of -32°C to -l8°C (-25°F to 0°F). Consequently, a rivet removal 
method that could reduce the rivet temperature to -32°C (-25°F) should embrittle the rivet 
and simplify its removal. 
5.3.4 Liquid Nitrogen Test to Cool Rivets 
Once the brittle-ductile transition temperature was identified, the next step was to 
determine the amount of time required to cool the rivet head-shaft interface to -32°C 
(-25°F). This is the plane on which the rivet head would shear. Another parameter 
required was the amount of liquid nitrogen needed to cool the rivet. The variables .in this 
experiment were the liquid nitrogen flow rate and the condition of the rivet head: rusted, 
wire-brushed, and ground. The liquid nitrogen flow rate was controlled by varying the 
air pressure used to force the liquid nitrogen out of its storage tank and onto the rivet 
head. Laboratory facilities safely permitted a maximum air pressure of only 6 psi. Tests 
were conducted using 4 psi and 6 psi air pressures. It should be noted that a more 
expensive delivery system could allow the use of higher pressures. 
The test apparatus consisted of the rivets in the sample girder ~ection with a hole 
drilled down the center of their shafts. The hole was drilled from the back side so that 
the bottom of .the hole rested on the head-shaft interface. A thermocouple was inserted 
into the hole and measured the temperature at the interface. See figure 5-4 for the 
experimental set-up. 
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The results are graphed in figures 5-5 and 5-6 and demonstrate that for a rusted 
rivet head and 6 psi pressure, 70 seconds are required to reduce the rivet temperature to 
-32°C (-25°F). For a ground rivet and 6 psi pressure, only 20 seconds are needed. 
Correlation of the data shows that for increasing air pressure (increasing liquid nitrogen 
flow rate), the cooling time is significantly reduced. A test utilizing a ground rivet and 
8 psi pressure resulted in a significant reduction of time; only 5 seconds w~re required. 
Because temperature readings were being recorded manually, the test was over before any 
data were recorded. The test apparatus was such that it was difficult and .unsafe to use 
8 psi; therefore, these results were not replicated. With the proper equipment, this 
pressure would be feasible and the time to cool would be negligible. 
The weight of the liquid nirrogen used to cool one rivet head was approximated 
by weighing the liquid nitrogen dewar before and after application. By determining the 
difference, the weight of liquid nirrogen required to cool one rivet head was observed to 
be on average two pounds. The researchers were reminded once again that a more 
carefully designed delivery system could reduce the amount of liguid nitrogen needed to 
cool each rivet. 
5.3.5 Removing Rivets Under Various Conditions 
Several rivets were removed at room and cold temperatures using a pneumatic 
hammer and a variety of chisels and punches. Refer to figure 5-7 for a photograph of the 
pneumatic hammer and tools. Tests were conducted to detennine if liquid nitrogen 
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significantly reduced rivet removal time. A Chicago Pneumatic 80 was purchased from 
Michigan Air Tools and used to remove the rivets. The air hose carried 78-90 psi 
pressure. Five chisels and three punches were also purchased from the same 
manufacturer. Rivets were removed at room and cold temperatures using different tools. 
Their respective removal tjmes were recorded. The hammer specifications and operator 
descriptions are found in tables 5-2 and 5-3 respectively. The Rockwell "C" hardness of 
the chisels and punches are listed in table 5-4. Finally, the chisels and punches with their 
corresponding identification numbers are photographed in figure 5-8. 
The rivet head removal times for· some of the tools at room and cold temperatures· 
are graphically compared in figure 5-9. Unfortunately, there was no significant reduction 
tim·e in rivet head removal noted. The rivet heads were cooled by the liquid nitrogen 
application system described in the liquid nitrogen tests. Air pressure at 6 psi to control 
the liquid nitrogen flow rate was used. Tests indicated that at 6 psi, the time required to 
cool the rusted rivet head to its brittle temperature was approximately 55 seconds. To 
allow for heat gain in the rivet during the time it took to remove the liquid nitrogen 
application system and begin hammering, as well as the heat gain during the first couple 
of impact blows, the rivets were cooled for 120 seconds. Once the liquid nitrogen cooled 
rivet head was removed it was noted that the shearing surface was wann. The procedure 
the researchers developed was unable to keep the rivet below its brittle-ductile transition 
temperature during the removal process. 
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Another attempt was made to cool the rivet for 120 seconds before impact and 
then during the impact. Once again the shear surface was warm and in fact, the tip of 
the chisel became brittle and broke after several impacts. 
Seven rivet shafts, 1-1/2 inch long, were backed out, five at room temperature and 
two at cold temperature. The removal times were 10-20 seconds and no significant 
reduction in removal time at cold temperature was noted. Of the seven, two shafts could 
not be removed. A photograph of the removed shafts with their respective cl~an holes can 
be found in figure 5-10. 
Both the chisels and steel punches were used to remove the rivet heads. As one 
reviews the experimental data, it can be observed that the punches seemed to remove the 
head quicker than the chisels at both room and cold temperatures. More trials were 
performed at room temperature. The rivet head removal times for the tools at room 
temperature are compared in figure 5-11. A sketch showing the use of a punch to remove 
a rivet head is shown in figure 5-12. A photograph of the chisels and punches next to 
the rivet heads that each removed can be found once again in figure 5-8, while 
photographs of the removed rivet heads next to their respective clean holes can be found 
in figures 5-10 and 5-13a-d. 
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5.3.6 Abrasive Waterjet Cutting Tests 
A sample piece of girder with several rivets was taken to Laser Applications, Inc. 
(LAI), a company in Westminster, MD, that specializes in laser and waterjet cutting. The 
waterjet supply system was manufactured by Ingersoll-Rand and the positioning table was 
computer controlled by an Allen-Bradley controller. Because of the large number of 
variables that must be specjfied, it was decided that the objective for these tests was not 
to find the optimal conditions. Instead, many different types of cuts were attempted to 
demonstrate the capabilities of the process. 
The primary variables which were manipulated ·were grit size, orifice and nozzle 
size, and feed rate. Initially cutting was performed with 120 grit garnet. Later, 80 and 50 
grit garnet were used. The grit size corresponds to that of typical sandpaper, with a 
smaller number indicating a coarser grit The nozzle and orifice sizes were chosen based 
on the size of the grit. A bigger diameter nozzle and orifice were used with the heavier 
grit. A Summary of the experimental data can be seen in table 5-5. 
Several different types of cuts were performed to simulate various methods of 
removal and are shown in figure 5-14a-d. Figure 5-14a shows the method of removing 
a rivet that has previously had the head removed. The machine was set up to drill a hole 
through the center of the shaft, slowly cut to the outside radius, and finally cut around the 
circumference. The first trial, labelled as hole #1 in figure 5-15, cut a 7 /8-inch diameter 
hole. This left a small portion of rivet shank intact. Some of the material remained intact 
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because the original hole diameter was 15/16-inch. When the 7/8-inch diameter rivet was 
installed, it would deform to the dimension of the hole and thus have a 15/16-inch 
diameter shank. 
The second trial was to attempt removal of a rivet with both heads intact. In this 
case; shown in figure 5- l 4b, a 7 /8-inch diameter hole was cut concentric with the outside 
of the rivet head. The theory behind this trial was that the rivet head would not have to· 
be removed first and thus time could be saved. However, since the hole was slightly 
smaller than and not. perfectly concentric with the rivet shaft, the remaining ·material from 
both the heaqs stayed tigh.tly attached to the shaft. A blow from a large hammer may 
have removed the heads. One can see the resulting material in holes 3, 4, and 6 on the 
girder specimen photographed in figure 5-15. 
The third trial was an attempt to remedy the alignment problems of the second 
trial. In this case a 1-inch diameter hole was cut in the cen~er of the head as shown in 
figure 5-14c. Tiiis would allow for some misalignment between the shaft and head of the 
rivet. No trials were performed using 15/16 diameter holes. Just as in the second trial, 
both heads remained attached. However, in this case there was only a small amount of 
material holding the head to the shaft. In fact, a carpenter hammer was used to knock the 
head loose. The cut left a 1-inch diameter hole in the girder which can be seen at hole 
5 in figure 5-15. Further tests need to be conducted to detennine if the ~eads could be 
consistently removed with little or no force. Further analysis must be performed to see 
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because the original hole diameter was 15/16-inch. When the 7/8-inch diameter rivet was 
installed, it would deform to the dimension of the hole and thus have a 15/16-inch 
diameter shank. 
The second trial was to attempt removal of a rivet with both heads intact. In this 
case, shown in figure 5-14b, a 7 /8-inch diameter hole was cut concentric with the outside 
of the rivet head. The theory behind this trial was that the rivet head would not have to 
be removed firs.t and thus time could be saved. However, since the hole was slightly 
smaller than and not perfectly concentric with the rivet shaft, the remaining material from 
both the heads stayed tightly attached to the shaft. A blow from a large hammer may 
have removed the heads. One can see the resulting material in holes 3, 4, and 6 on the 
girder specimen photographed in figure 5-15. 
The third tri~ was an attempt to remedy the ~lignment problems of the second 
trial. In this case a 1-inch diameter hole was cut in the center of the head as shown in 
figure 5-14c. This would allow for some misalignment between the shaft and head of the 
rivet. No trials were performed using 15/16 diameter holes. Just as in the second trial, 
both heads remained attached. However, in this case there was only a small amount of 
material holding the head to the shaft. In fact, a carpenter hammer was used to knock the 
head loose. The cut left a 1-inch diameter hole in the girder which can be seen at hole 
5 in figure 5-15. Further tests need to be conducted to determine if the. heads could be 
consistently removed with little or no force. Further analysis must be performed to see 
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if a 15/16 inch hole will allow the rivets to be removed and if a 1-inch hole will create 
problems for a 7 /8 inch bol~. If this is a problem, the possibility exists to use a slightly 
larger bolt. 
A significant portion of the time to remove a rivet using this method is the time 
to drill through the rivet. By requiring the jet to penetrate both heads, an additional 3/8-
inch to 3/4-inch of material must be drilled. Similarly, a slower feed rate must be used 
to allow the jet to cut through the thicker material around the circumference. For this 
reason the fourth trial was performed by cutting around the entire rivet head. This created 
a 1-1/2 inch diameter hole as shown in figure 5-14d and can be seen as hole 13 in figure 
5-15. Clearly, the use of 1-1/2 inch bolts could cause additional problems and increase 
costs. Nevertheless, the test was performed to compare the difference in cutting time. 
The limit of material thickness in a11 · tests was approximately 2 inches. Beyond 
this thickness the bottom edges of the holes became jagged and larger in diameter. One 
solution to the problem of a larger diameter hole on the bottom plate would be to slightly 
angle the gun inward. Since all of the holes are the same diameter, a standard tool could 
be developed with the proper angle based on the joint thickness. 
For the experimental set-up, the time to cut around the circumference .of a two 
inch thick plate was approximately 5 minutes. For thinner plates the time would decrease 
proportionally. By performing more trials, there is a possibility of finding better values 
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for the parameters and thus, reducing this time. However, it is doubtful that more than 
10% improvement could be expected with the current technology. 
An attempt to better determine the cutting surf ace of material thickness larger than 
2 inches was made. The waterjet cut a hole in a small girder section containing four 
connecting plates. This girder section is photographed in figure 5-16. The plates varied 
in thicknesses from thinnest on the "top" to thickest on the "bottom." In addition, a gap 
existed between the thinnest and next thinnest plates. When the waterjet cut from the 
thinnest plate first through the thickest plate last, a hole took significantly more time to 
complete than when the waterjet cut from the thickest plate first through the thinnest plate 
last. The researchers concluded that the reason for this time difference was primarily due 
to the location of the gap. The gap caused the water stream to disperse. When the gap 
occurred closer to the waterjet nozzle (at hole 10), the water stream dispersed earlier than 
when the gap was further away from the waterjet nozzle (at hole 11). This early 
dispersement resulted in lower water stream cutting power before cutting through the two 
thicker plates. When the water stream cut from the thickest plate to the thinnest, the gap 
occurred closer to the bottom of the cut thereby dispersing the water stream before having 
to cut through only the thinnest plate. Obviously, this approach took less time. A separate 
photograph of the plugs in figure 5-17 demonstrates that the cut is less jagged for when 
the water stream had cut from the thickest to the thinnest plate (plug 11) and therefore 
verifying that the stream did not disperse until near the bottom of the cut where the gap 
occurred. 
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Another trial attempted to remove a rivet head using a waterjet. For this trial, an 
''easy" rivet along the edge was chosen. The nozzle was positioned so that it was parallel 
with the plates holding the rivet. Refer to hole #2 in the photograph in figure 5-15 and 
notice minor damage to the face of the top plate. The damage occurred when the nozzle 
was delayed for 25 seconds after the jet started. This delay would not occur in a program 
tuned to this task. This rivet head was removed successfully in approximately 60 
seconds, however, the rivet was close to the edge of an open comer. It is difficult to 
imagine how a tool could be designed to remove the head on a web to flange joint. In 
any case, this option should be explored. 
All of the plugs that were cut from the girder specimen during the waterjet cutting 
experiments are photographed in figure 5-18. In figure 5_-19, a separate photograph· of 
plugs 5 and 6 is shown. Plugs 5 and 6 are the same diameter cut from the same girder, 
the only difference was the cutting speed, which was 1 ipm for plug 5 and 0.2 ipm for 
plug 6. Plug 6, as a result of the slower cutting speed, shows no jagged edges compared 
to plug 5. Therefore, in order to reduce jagged edges in thicker materials, the cutting 
speed could be reduced. 
It should be noted, however, that the times listed in these tests could effectively 
be cut in half by operating two tools simultaneously. Since two workers are no longer 
required to hold the tool and since during the cutting time the operator is idle, he could 
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set up one nozzle while the other is cutting. Two or sometimes three nozzles can be 
operated from the same waterjet supply sys_tem, minimizing additional costs. 
The president of Laser Applications, Inc. (LAI) was interested in this application 
and indicated that they would be willing to work with the researchers to develop any tools 
or methods required. He believes that the abrasive waterjet process will see substantial 
improvements in the next 3 to 5 years. He was enthusiastic about the potential of new 
waterjet systems with higher pressures, better abrasives, and better nozzles that are being 
developed. For example, there has been a tremendous improvement in nozzles in the past 
year. Previously, LAI waterjets could cut for only one or two hours with the same 
nozzle. Today, a nozzle lasts longer than a week. 
The cost of the garnet abrasive varies from $0.15/lb to $0.50/lb (US). To get an 
accurate estimate of total cost, one must factor in the shipping charges. Often these are 
higher than the cost of the abrasive. The rate of consumption during cutting is normally 
between 3/4 and 1 lb per minute. The actual weight used in these tests· was not 
measured. 
In the area of safety issues, the researchers believe the proc_ess would be easier to 
adapt than first estimated. While the jet is hazardous to humans for 20 or more feet, few 
precautions would be required to protect the girders behind the rivet being cut. As the 
stream exits the item being cut, it is dispersed. In one of the trials, the girder was placed 
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on a piece of aluminum. The aluminum backing was about 6 inches beyond the exit 
point of the stream. Even with a 25 second dwell, there were no marks left on the 
aluminum backing. With an undiverted stream of water,. if the nozzle to work distance 
is more than a foot or two, the nozzle would have to stay stationary for several minutes 
to cause damage. A tool with safety interlocks that would only be operational when 
attached to a girder would not be difficult to design. Finally, there is a high noise level 
associated with the process. However, the current method of removal also requires 
hearing protection~ 
5.4 Discussion of Results 
Information from Trexler Industries, a local laser cutting company, has revealed 
that a laser beam can cut most effectively materials only up to 1/8-inch thick. Therefore, 
a tool utilizing lasers to remove a rivet shaft from its hole would have to move into the 
hole to maintain constant cutting d~pths below 1/8-inch. These opinions were reiterated 
by the president of Laser Applications, Inc. 
However, laser cutting causes heat buildup which develops substantial dross 
around the hole that requires a secondary finishing operation. An additional operation 
means more labor and costs. For these reasons, as well as those of limited research time 
and money, the researchers decided to discontinue studies on laser cutting and to focus 
their efforts on more feasible developments. 
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The objective of the experimentation was to assist the researchers in determining 
the feasibility of five of the six proposed methods of removing rivets. Rivets from the 
Grand Narrows bridge were used for experimentation. In order to determine if these 
rivets were representative of those rivets CNR will be replacing, Rockwell Hardness tests 
and Spectrochemical Analyses were performed on rivets from the Grand Narrows bridge 
and two bridges that CNR will be retrofitting--the Queen Victoria and Beverly Viaduct 
bridges. Comparison of the results indicated that indeed, the rivets from the Grand 
Narrows bridge are representative of the rivets that the Canadian National Railway will 
be replacing. 
A static load te_st, conducted on a section of a Grand Narrows' bridge girder, 
verified that hydraulics are powerful enough to remove most structural rivets. A 
hydraulic tool that could perform a rivet removal task quickly and with little effort would 
have to be large in order to provide the required reaction force. Further tests would be 
required to verify that the tool would not slip from the rivets. A hydraulic tool designed 
to push the rivet shafts out of the holes would have to clamp onto the girder itself, using 
the girder to resist the application forces. The hydraulic tool would have to be large 
enough to properly attach itself onto the girder, but small clearances, often only a few 
inches, would not permit this size tool. However, as stated earlier, a smaller hydraulic 
tool could be designed, but only for the purpose of removing the rivet head. A pair of 
"jaws" allows the action and reaction forces to work together instead of against each 
other, as expected in a hydraulic tool designed to remove the rivet shaft. 
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The Canadian National Railway's consistent use of pneumatic tools. has 
demonstrated that pneumatics are quick and effective when they work. However, 
pneumatic tools for removing structural rivets have their shortcomings. A pneumatic 
rivet buster weighs between 25-40 pounds depending on the length of the rivets to be 
removed. The weight is needed to provide impact resistance, but quickly tires the 
operator. In addition, vibration due to compressed air flow through the tool hinders the 
operators performance. Hence, rivet removal with a pneumatic hammer is not very 
efficient. Furthermore, the tool's weight and vibration can easily steer the tool off the 
rivet and gouge the steel around the hole. 
As far as adapting a better chisel for the pneumatic tool, the researchers concluded 
that the power of a pneumatic hammer plays a more crucial role than the condition of a 
chisel in simplifying the rivet removal process. For example, the same chisel was used 
in a small pneumatic hammer that was borrowed from Bethlehem Steel and a larger 
pneumatic hammer purchased from Michigan Air Tools. The smaller gun could not 
remove the rivet head before wearing out the operator, whereas the larger gun could, 
removing a rivet head on average in 55 setonds. The researchers experimented with 
different chisels and punches for removing rivets. An attempt was made to remove rivet 
heads with a punch. The punch removed the rivet heads quicker than the chisels. The 
use of a punch for the removal of both the rivet head and shaft would eliminate the time 
to change tools and speed up the removal process .. 
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Perhaps the removal procedure could be changed so that a lighter pneumatic tool 
would prove sufficient. An example would be to use liquid nitrogen to make the rivets 
brittle, increasing the ease of their removal, and permitting a smaller impact force 
provided by a smaller pneumatic tool. 
Experiments using liquid nitrogen have proven that rivets can be cooled to their 
brittle-ductile transition temperature easily and inexpensively. The experiment 
demonstrated that an effective liquid nitrogen delivery system is essential. The system 
could be made portable since two pounds or less of liquid nitrogen are needed to make 
a rivet brittle. The amount of local damage to the base material due to the use of liquid 
nitrogen followed by impact forces; however, remains uncertain. 
After removing a cold rivet with a rivet buster in the laboratory, the rivet surface 
was warm. _As the number of impact blows on that rivet increased, the temperature of 
the rivet increased. Hence, in order to remove a brittle rivet, the number of impact blows 
must be minimized to two or three. Obviously, a larger, more powerful river buster 
capable of removing a rivet head after two or three blows would be required. As a result, 
the possibility of decreasing the size of the pneumatic hammer when using cryogenics is 
diminished and this method becomes infeasible. 
A powder actuated tool, on the other hand, behaves just like a pneumatic hammer 
in that it delivers an impact force through a piston. The advantage over a pneumatic tool 
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is that a powder actuated tool ~s self contained. The disadvantage is that powder actuated 
tools would not have as hi~h of a blows per minute rating as that of pneumatic tools, 
resulting in slower removal rates. Since the researchers did not have the resources to 
construct a powder actuated prototype, the difference in removal time could not be 
determined. The power of a powder actuated tool could be easily controlled through the 
use of various quantities of explosive powder. The design of the tool, therefore, should 
be simple and its construction relatively inexpensive. However, if many blows are 
required to remove a rivet, the cost of the power charges and the collection of used 
cartridges could be expensive. The researchers were unable to determine the feasibility 
of powder actuated tools for removing structural rivets. Further investigations would be 
.required. 
Waterjet cutting experiments indicated that an abrasive wate~jet tool would be 
feasible to remove rivets in plates less than 1-1/2 inches thick. Beyond this distance the 
feed rate is significantly reduced and the distortion increased. In situations over 1-1/2 
inches thick, a waterjet tool designed to travel into the rivet hole as it cuts would prevent 
jagged edges. It is probable that this method would remove rivets faster because the 
nozzle would always be close to the base material, a condition which significantly 
increases cutting effectiveness. Although the. procedure is effortless, it took about 5 
minutes to remove a rivet. Yet a standard rivet diameter makes an automated system 
utilizing waterjets· very feasible. An automated system could operate more than one 
waterjet to increase the production rate. 
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The waterjet ~utting experiment also indicated that the danger of the powerful 
waterjet stream could be more easily contained than anticipated. If the stream remains 
steady for several seconds, it could cut through anything up to 20 feet away; however, 
the cutting effectiveness of the stream dissipates considerably as the distance from the 
nozzle increases. The stream flowing out of the cut, as observed in the experiment, 
would not damage adjacent girders. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions 
Based on the findings of this study, the following conclusions were made: 
1. There is a growing need to repair thousands of old riveted 
bridges. Considering the number of bridges needing repair, 
the previous method of repairing bridges by replacing entire 
members can no longer be accepted. More cost-effective 
repair measures must be considered. 
2. High-strength bolted connections demonstrate higher fatigue 
strengths over their riveted counterparts. Hence, a more 
economical means of retrofitting riveted bridges is to 
replace rivets at the critical sections along the bridge with 
high-strength bolts. 
3. Rivet replacement must occur when fatigue cracks do not 
exceed I-inch beyond the .rive.t head. It is more desirable, 
however, to replace rivets with bolts while fatigue cracks 
are less than 0.1-inch beyond the rivet head, since this 
would extend the fatigue life of a structure two to six times. 
4. Although pneumatic. tools, acetylene torches, and drills have 
been used to remove rivets for several years, these tools 
were dev~loped to remove only a few rivets for small, local 
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repair jobs. For retrofitting jobs requ1nng thousands of 
nvets to be replaced, rivet removal with these tools 
becomes inefficient and expensive. New, economical 
approaches to removing rivets must be explored. 
5. In order to facilitate cost-effective rivet removal, an ideal 
rivet removal tool must be lightweight, small, inexpensive, 
and safe. Furthermore, the tool must not do damage to the 
bridge girders and should perform the removal task quickly. 
6. A punch attached to the pneumatic "rivet buster" removes 
a rivet head quicker than a chisel. 
7. If accessibility is not an issue, hydraulic tools can remove 
rivet heads efficiently and inexpensively; however, a 
hydraulic tool designed to remove the rivet shafts would be 
too large and the ref ore infeasible. 
8. The feasibility of powder actuated tools could not be 
determined due to the lack of proper resources; however, its 
ability to be self-contained has a clear advantage over 
pneumatic tools. 
9. Laser beams melt the steel around the hole, creating a heat-
affected zone that is capable of detrimentally changing the 
metallurgical properties of the brige components. 
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10. Since a rivet's brittle-ductil~ transition.temperature can no 
longer be maintained after one or two impact blows, a large 
impact hammer is needed to remove a rivet while it remains 
brittle. Rather than permitting a smaller size impact tool, 
cryogenics actually require the larger size impact tool. 
Therefore, cryogenics are infeasible. 
11. Abrasive waterjet cutting, being a cutting operation, can 
remove a rivet under any condition--misaligned· plates, tight 
clearances, etc. The cutting head is lightweight, small, and 
easy to use. Abrasive waterjets can be automated, thereby 
removing rivets very quickly. Abrasive waterjets, as they 
exist today, are a feasible alternative to removing structural 
rivets in thinner sections. For thicker sections, abrasive 
waterjets must be specially designed to travel inside the 
hole in order to m_aintain a constant cutting depth. 
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Chapter 7 
Recommendations 
Based on the findings of this study, the following is recommended: 
1. Additional work is needed to design and develop an 
abrasive waterjet tool for the application of removing 
structural rivets from bridges. Mobile units, safety 
attachments, and automation should be considered. 
2. Until an abrasive waterjet rivet removal tool is developed, 
a pneumatic "rivet buster" outfitted with a punch should be 
used to remove both the rivet head and shaft. 
3. Additional work is needed to determine the feasibility of 
powder actuated tools for the application of removing 
structural rivets from bridges. Speed and safety are the 
primary factors to consider. 
4. Full-scale riveted bridge members in the high-cycle, low-
stress range should be conducted in an attempt to more 
accurately estimate the fatigue behavior of riveted 
structures. 
5. Additional studies are needed to accurately estimate how 
long rivet replacement will extend the fatigue life of 
bridges, so that bridge engineers will be in a better position 
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to determine the cost-effectiveness of alternate rivet 
removal tasks. Risk and damage assessment for alternative 
rivet removal tasks must be considered. 
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Table 5-1: Spectrochemical Analysis Results on Three Sample Rivets. This 
table compares the amount of 17 elements in a rivet from Grand Narrows, Queen 
Victoria, and Beverly Viaduct Bridges in Canada. 
Element Grand Narrows Queen Victoria Beverly Viaduct 
1917 1896 1908 
Carbon 0.111 0.164 0.188 
Manganese 0.45 0.54 0.43 
Phosphorus 0.013 0.012 0.009 
Sulfur 0.027 0.033 0.026 
Silicon 0.01 0.06 0.08 
Nickel 0.02 0.07 0.05 
Chromium 0.06 0.07 0.06 
Molybdenum <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
Vanadium 0.004 0.002 <0.001 
Copper 0.082 0.063 0.074 
Boron 0.0007 0.0008 0.0028 
Tin 0.010 0.011 0.011 
Aluminum 0.011 0.009 0.004 
Lead 0.024 0.024 0.018 
Tungsten 0.015 0.008 <0.001 
Niobium 0.01 0.01 0.01 
Cobalt 0.01 0.011 0.009 
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Table 5-2: Pneumatic Hammer Specifications. This table 
lists the relevant information of the pneumatic hammer. 
Capacity 1-1/8" rivets 
Bore 1-1/16" 
Piston Stroke 9-1/2" 
Blows per minute 1200 
Length 22" 
Weight 24 lbs. 
Shank Diameter 1.217" 
Air Inlet Thread 3/8" 
Table 5-3: Operator Information. This table 
lists the weight and height of the men who 
conducted the rivet removal experiments. 
Name Weight Height 
Dave 230 6'-1" 
Todd 160 5'-10" 
Bob 150 5'-10" 
Mike 140 5'-10" 
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Table 5-4: Rockwell "C" Hardness of Tools. This table lists the Rockwell "C" 
Hardness test results of the chisels and punches used in the rivet removal 
experiments. 
Tool Number Average Tensile 
Tool Description Rockwell "C" Strength 
Hardness (ksi) 
1 9" Dull Standard 51.2 266 
2 9" Sharp Standard 50.4 255 
3 12" Sharp Standard 54.0 292 
4 12" Dull Standard 53.3 285 
5 12" Sharp Standard 54.0 292 
9 9" Side Cut (old #1) -- --
6 3/4" x 6" punch 51.8 272 
7 3/4" x 6" punch 49.8 253 
8 1/2" x 6" punch 52.1 266 
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Table 5-5: Experimental Data from Abrasive Waterjet Cutting Experiments. This 
table summarizes the results of 13 tests that were conducted using five cutting parameters . 
.:J Grit Orifice Nozzle Thickness Speed Comment rr 
(in) (in) (Ply) (ipm) 
1 120 0.009 I 0.035 2 • 6 
2 120 0.009 I 0.035 NA 1.4 Cut off head I 
J 120 0.009 0.035 J . J Blow through at 
2 minutes 
4 120 0.013 0.048 2 + heads . 8 7/8 hole through 
both rivet heads 
5 120 0.01] 0.048 2 + heads 1 111 hole throush 
both heads 
6 120 0.013 0.048 2 + heads . 2 very slow to 
contrast finish 
7 120 0.013 0.048 2 <.3 Copper slag 
abrasive (poo:-) 
8 80 0.013 0.048 2 2 . 4 Blow through 30 
seconds 
9 I 80 0.013 I 0.048 4 1 ragged edge I 
10 50 0.013 0.048 4 1.2 drill through 
3 1/2 minutes 
11 50 0.013 0.048 4 1.0 drill through 
1 1/2 minutes 
upside down from 
. 
trial #10 
12 50 0.013 I 0.048 2 2.5 hole in girde!:" I 
13 50 0.013 0.048 2 1.J 1.5 inch hole 
around heads 
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Figure 2-1: The Structural Detail CI~ssification System. This system consists of a 
series of fatigue strength curves that define a relationship between stress range and 
number of cycles. Ref. 28 
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test results for riveted details are plotted against relevant fatigue strength curves. Ref. 42 
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Sweeney's proposed line, with a slope between -4 and -5, also fits the data. However, 
more information is needed in the shaded area. Ref. 61 
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These results are based on Sardi' s regression analysis. Ref. 53 
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Figure 5-1: Chisel Alignment. In order to remove the rivet head, the chisel was 
aligned directly against the girder and travelled statically downward. 
/ 
Slee! Pin 
S Lcel G irdcr Sec Lion 
~tShaftin 
Hole afLcr Head has 
been removed 
Figure 5-2: Punch Alignment. In order to remove the rivet shaft, the punch was 
placed on the end where the head was removed and travelled statically downward. 
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Figure 5-3: Brittle-Ductile Transition Temperature of Rivet. Charpy impact tests 
provided the results needed to determine the brittle-ductile transition temperature of the 
rivets. 
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Figure 5-4: Thermocouple Placement on Rivet for Rivet Cooling Tests. A 
thermocouple was placed at the surface where the .rivet head would be removed in order 
to monitor its temperature. 
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Figure 5-5: Influence of Rivet Head Condition on Cooling Time. The effects of 
rusted, wire-brushed, and ground rivet head conditions on cooling time are plotted at two 
liquid nitrogen application rates. 
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Figure 5-7: Chicago Pneumatic 80 with Chisels and Punches. This outfit was used 
to conduct rivet removal tests at room and cold temperatures, while comparing removal 
rates of various tools. 
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Figure 5-8: Chisels and Punches. The tools are pictured next to their respective ID 
numbers and the rivet heads each removed. 
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Figure 5-9: Comparison of Tools and Their Rivet Head Removal Times at Room 
and Cold Temperatures. The rivet head removal times of tool #2, #4, and #6 are 
compared. 
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Figure 5-10: Removed Rivet Heads and Shafts Next to Their Clean Holes. The 
conditions of the removed rivets and their clean holes are compared. 
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Figure 5-11: Comparison of Tools and Their Rivet Head Removal Times at Room 
Temperature. The rivet head removal times of each tool are compared. 
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Figure 5-12: Rivet Head Removal With a Punch. This figure conceptualizes the 
process of removing a rivet head with a punch. 
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Figure 5-13a-d: Additional Removed Rftit Heads Next to Their Clean Holes. The 
conditions of additional removed rivet heads and their holes are compared. 
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Figure 5-14a-d: Sample Core Cuts by an Abrasive Waterjet. This figure shows 
sequential core cuts made to determine the size of the core cut required to remove 7 /
8-
inch diameter rivet from a steel girder. 
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Figure 5-15: Waterjet Holes Cut in a Bridge Section of Two Plates. These 
photographs show the holes that correspond to the tests listed in Table IV. 
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Figure 5-16: Waterjet Holes Cut in a Bridge Section of Four Plates. These 
photographs show the holes that correspond to the tests listed in Table IV. 
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Figure 5-17: Waterjet Cutting Plugs from Tests #10 and #11. This photograph 
compares the surfaces of the plugs from tests #10 and #11. Plug #10 has a rougher 
surface than plug #11 as a result of cutting direction. 
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Figure 5-18: Waterjet Cutting Plugs. This photograph shows the material that was 
removed in each test, comparing the results of different cutting parameters. 
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Figure 5-19: Effect of Waterjet Cutting Speed on Surface Finish. This photograph 
compares surface finish caused by 1 ipm and 0.2 ipm cutting speeds. The slower cutting 
speed resulted in a smoother surf ace. 
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Appendix A: Relevant Patents 
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l,331,35J. RIYET-DRE.\KER. ,\"ILLI.L\I :\UL\BU!l;[P.. 
1Iuntin6 ton. \\'. Ya. Filed :\by ~,1. 1'Jl :. ~,-ri:il ~'). 
_1,0,G,5. 1 Cl;1im. (Cl. 121-~l.) 
/~ / ( ~--.~· '_;. ~-
'·r-- .. - ) . ' ;r_..1 ___ _ 
, I·. J- :-· _ .... ;<~~-
~~nr ... 
·. 1-\..: 
_l '\ 1, 
. L , 
·. ,,.-' 
-~ {I 
~ . / ·~ 
~l 
:! 1-
.. t -· 
·:.~---
~J 
In :1 pneumatic tool. the coml>i11atiou 0t :1 pi,r,:,n cyl-
inder ha \'ing threaded ends. :-in exten~ion in thri:1:-idt"'i en-
g:1 gem en t with one en(l o ( the cylinder, a hl':l:tl de t:l c h:1 bl y 
eng:1getl with the opposite threaded en<l of the t:ylinder 
and forming :i -.=ilve block ha dug a tr;1n~\·er~·~ L>,ne in 
communication with the piston cylinder, a \Jh·e cylinJer 
mounted in the he:111 and having a threaded end. a rt>-
mo\·:1ble plug en;:i~etl in the threaded end or s:1id talYe 
cylincler, sai,1 ~l\'e cylinclrr having a slot :1ntl d0nble 
opcnin 6s in its upper portion. ;\ double hr:11kd ,·;1h·,\ ,lid-
ably mount~l in the valYe cylin<lC'r and h:1\'in; one uI ns 
heads :1 lterna tely opening an(l closin~ ~aitl double open-
ing~. :1 tri!!:;rr ph·otally mount('U in the heiltl :l llli worb:-
i n; th rou~h the slot for connection with the ,·:1 l n,_ to 
:1 ctn at,~ the s:1me. :ind :1 compressed fluid supply me:ins 
cOlllH'Ct1'1l with the hl':ld f..:,r ,_.q~1hli5hin;: l·1\nt1?11111(c·:1 r i•lli 
tllrou~h tt:e openings in the \':1h·e cylinder "·irll ~he pi,~1)U 
cylinue.•r :1n<l the space in ~:ti<l v:tlve eyli'11cl, r li,·£\\,·,·n rh,· 
hP:lt.1:-- o( the vah·e, :ind a tul>e le:,ding- from rh1! v:ll\'t· ,:i'l-
i1it..ler to the Iowt•rmost portion of thr. piston cylimlt·r. ~:1iil 
v:1 ln~ hea<l ha vin; a cu ta w:1y portion :1CCL'm nll)(l:'\ tin;; i h1~ 
trit;.!!'l'r an<i communicating with tile !)lot in tht:> -r:1ln~ l'~-1-
inuer tor establishing communication betwePn the $:lllh' :1nd 
1 h1' ;1 rmo!-phere. 
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l."il~'-~··, 1 1. Rl\"ET RRF..\l-"\.ER. tl.\1~P.r I~l::l.LEI:. i..."bicR;o. 
Ill. ~-ilt:d .T:1r. ~-;. 1r1:..'C'. ~ ... rj;il ::,;0. ::;-1 . ..J0S. c. 1::-J:iirn~ . 
.x: _...,.: .4 
• f'="' 2" :«--::Ji -
1. .\ 1,ntumacic rin~r t,n.-;tker. comprisin~ a 1.:ylinclt·r. a 
li,·ad l,lL•Ck for ,he rr:1.r ent.l \,f ~icJ cylintll'r ant.l ha,;-in; a 
tr;\n~q·r:-e \·:tl't'"~ seat thE'rt>in. :1 nose piec~ for tbe r"orwa~d 
•.·nd t•f ~;1id cylilld•·r. a r,i:-tl)ll !(•r s:iid cylinder. cu:-l.Jionin~ 
::;prin~:3 locare-<l in the e.xrrl'rue ends or s:--.id cylinut>r. :i ro-
rary ..-a!Ye _in ~:iid trans\·er~~ \·al,e seat. bavin~ a body pro-
\. i t.l t· t.l w i r 11 a J ia rue tr i c ~ o rt. :i p (, r t :i t r i ~ h r an == It-s r here t o. 
an a11nular outl·r air pas,:;a;;e and an ouu:r lo11gitndinal 
channel, said cylinder and head block ha \'in~ ports :i.nt..l 
pa~sages co·nrrolled by said "\'al\e for perrnittin;; tbe inlet 
a n<-1 e~ha ust of mo th·e t1 u iu an u means !or act ua tin~ s:1 ic.l 
"al\"(' (1pt-rnl>l'= iu a plane p;1ra1Iel to the a:1is o! said cyl-
inder. 
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1,440.~G-1. RIVET CUTTEP.. HER'-f.\~ II. 
v i 11 e. 0 Ii i o . F i I e d . \ r> r. 1 1 , 1 :) ~ ~ . ~ , , :- i. 1 1 
G Cl:ii111:;. (Cl. Sl-lQG.J 
1. A tool for the purpose descri~ ha-ring iu combina-
tion with a pneumatically driven hammer, a term i nu lly 
tapered follower ·pin tor a~tuatlon by the hammer an<l 
pivotally conn~ted jaws provided at their outer end~ 
witu opposed cutting blades and at their inner ends with 
a tapered seat for engagement by the follower pin, said 
jaw;; ~i ug mounted !or joint longi tudina I movement 
towards said follower pin. 
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2,409,589 
RfVET RE~IO\lJNG DEVICE 
flarry D. Rocheville, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor 
to Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation, 
San Diego, Calif., a corporation of Dela,vare 
Application 1\ugust 29, 1945, Serial No. 613,378 
6 Claims. ( Cl. 164-94) 
1. A de·vice adapted in conjunction with a rivet 
gun .to remove a head-equipped rivet from a plu-
rality of abutting plates with registering circular 
.,, holes therethrough for the shank of the rivet, 
and comprising an elongated arbor having one 
end thereof shaped to fit within the nozzle of the 
rivet gun and extend into the path of the gun 
hammer and provided with means for yieldingly 
holding it in connected relation with the gun noz-
zle, and a cylindrical cutting tool of less diameter 
than the holes in the plates, connected to the 
other end of the arbor, extending lengthwise of 
said arbor, having in its outer end face a concen-
tric annular groove defining outwards thereof an 
annular cutting edge for placement against the 
centTal portion of the head of the rivet, and 
adapted when said cutting edge is placed in cen-
tered relation with the head of the rivet and the 
arbor is subjected to hammer blows by the gun to 
sever the outer pDrtion of the rivet head from 
the rivet shank and eject the shank from the 
holes in the plate. 
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1)~29.:WD. HIVET CCTTI!\G GU\". EDn-Auo W. STz:¥11~ 8 I 
Detroit . .\1icl1.. as.-:i:-nor to C!iic:q;o Pneumatic Tool 
Comp:ti1r. :\0w Yori-.:. ):_ Y .. n t·orpor:1tion or New 
Jrr~e.,·. Filed .Ju111· I~. lG~S. Serial ~o. 286,621. 1 
Claim. (Cl. 1~1-21.) 
. .\ fl u i d p r c s ., u r c. h :1 rY: iT1 e r co mp :- 1 , 1 n :.:: a c :r I i 11 d e r p r o v i d 1 n g 
a pi~ton ch:1mlier. a piston reeiprn(':1ble therein, a back 
hen<i on s:1iil cy!inr.er h:n·in;:: :1 tanered cylin<lrical valve 
ch:imher di~pos+:>d trJ.n:-\•'rsely of t!~e :i:.,;:is of said cylindP..r, 
n c Io sure fn r one en rl 0 f said Y :i h· P c Ii a rn her ban n g a 
r1'cluced horP, n t:i.pered ,·n!n, titting ~aid ,:i.lve cb::unber 
nnd c.li~PO"Prl therein . .3J.id ,·:ih·e L:1Yi11~ rPduced portions 
a t i ts o pp o s i t e e n rl s . a h :1 o rl I e o n o n e r e d u c , ... d e n d to p r o-
vi de for rnnnu:11 operJtion of ~nid \"nlye, :1 securing mem-
her on tb0 other rPdUCP·d Pnd of s:1 id ,·ah·e to eng;nge said 
clo~ure nnrl limit th' projection of s:iid ,al,e -rrithfn fa.id 
v:th·e clt:1rnher. rrsilier.t rn<':ins interposed between said 
,ahe :111d ~aid dcsure :"i(•!din~ly to urge saict \"al~e ton·ari1 
the small end of 5:tid ·r:1IH~ rll:1m!wr. said hack head having 
ports and p:tssa~es for tile prC'~!-ure flui<l. and means sub-
stantially centrally of 5:1id Y:the ·fur controll:ng said ports 
and pn~~age:-:; comprisin~ :1 deep arcuate groo,e in ~a.id 
,al ve a I w:1 .r~ f n com rn n n ir.Hion with a port leading to 
tl:e re:H en1I o ( said pis ton rha m h(·r for connecting the 
latter either to the pre::=5ur,· fluid ~upply or to atmosphere 
nnd a small :1n<l shallon- ;roo,·e :it a fPw tlP~rees of rota-
tion from said fir~t groo\·e for re~istr:Hion with the pres-
sure fluid ~upply to se:il the sam~ when s:1id ,nlve is in 
nPutr:il po~irion :rnd in nrher po- irio11s to di,ect pressure 
·fluid h1 lirnitrd amounr to tltf' fonY:ud end of the piston 
chnmbcr or to ,1·ut pr·~~sure fluid th ·rf>frorn. said valve 
bnvi11g :11111t1lar g:-oo,·ps containin~ lul>ricant :ind disposed 
on opposite ~ides of s:iid coacrolli,1:! means for luhr1cating 
!nid 't':1 l,e .R nd for proddiug a 5,4.•al a;;ainst leak.age of 
the pressure fluid. 
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1. A rivet-setting tool comprising means, • 
ranged to grip a portion of the stem· of ~, .. 9:i.!c41 
setting mandril, means arranged to swage-~D,W'.,.,.. 
sever the stem bet~veen said gripping mea~~ 
a hollo\V rivet surrounding another . por~i9~~..a! 
the stem, toggle means arranged to operate_:_saw.___. .  
swaging and severing means, a supporting i~~hil 
ture by which said means are all maintair:1_~~ 
assembled relation, and an actuating mecp~n_tsm 
arranged to shift said gripping means a?d t.-. ---
knee of said toggle means successively 9:11_4 :f-----
lengthwise of the mandril to upset a riv~~: 
, ' ,-, ' 
swage the mandril. 
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2,296,087 
RIVET CUTTER 
IVIaland F. Burns, Jr., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Application ~Iarch 19, 1941, Serial No. 384,095 
18 Claims. ( CL 77-5) 
1. A rivet cutter including, a driving member 
having a driving shank for attachment to a power 
unit and a body section having a bit receiving 
socket, means for removably securing the -bit in 
said socket, a non-rotating guide sleeve, a thrust 
bearing seating in said sleeve having an aperture 
through which said body section extends, means 
for limiting the longitudinal separating move-
ment of said driving member and guide sleeve, an 
expansion spring surrounding said body section 
and interposed between a shoulder on said driv-
ing member and said thrust bearing for yieldingly 
holding said driving member and sleeve relatively 
I ·- ---·-- --:,._ _., 
l 
separated to the extent permitted by said limit-
ing means, and a bit guide at the end of said 
sleeve having a passage to receive and guide the 
bit secured in 'the socket of said driving member. 
.. -
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2,375,112 
RlVET REMOVER 
William J. Kanihan, Sacramento, Calif. 
Application November 13, 1943, Serial No. 510,141 
4 Claims. .( Cl. 77-55) 
:z :: 
2. A guide and locator for a chucked drill rod 
comprising a sleeve, a cylindrical guide slidable 
axially in one end portion of the sleeve and pro-
jecting outwardly therefrom, the guide having a 
work engaging recess farmed in its outer end and 
a drill rod guiding axial bore opening into said 
recess, a bearing unit fl tted in to the other end 
of the sleeve and including an inner rotary race 
having a bore through which the drill rod passes 
and against which race the chuck seats, a com-
pression spring in the sleeve between said bear-
ing unit and guide urging the latter outwardly, 
and means to limit such movement of the guide. 
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3,620,635 
RIVET RE~tOVING TOOL 
Bert L. DafBianco, 19632 Adair Drive, Castro Valley, Calif. 
Filed Sept. 25, 1969, Ser. ~o. 866,.421 
Int. Cl. 823b 5 I /0-1 
U.S. Cf. 408-8~ 
1 
6 Claims 
A rivet-removing tool in which a hollow cylindrical casing 
has one end provided with teeth that can contact the head of 
a rivet when the axis of the casing is aligned with the rivet 
axis. A chuck is rotated within the casing and has an inner set 
of teeth that will cut a circular groove in the rivet head when 
"the chuck is moved against the head. The chuck also has an 
outer set of teeth that are brought into contact with the rivet 
head for cutting it until the head is severed from the rivet 
shank whereupon the rivet may be removed. 
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2,221,157 
RIVET REMOVER 
Robert Temple, Jr., Pittsburgh. Pa . 
.. >\.pplication November 22, 1938, Serial No. 241,81 
9 Claims. ( Cl. 164-119) .. 
.. ., 
... 
·- ~' 
. -., 
1. Apparatus for punching comprising a, barrel, 
a piston slidably mounted in the barrel, a punch 
carried by the piston, piston-retaining -means 
associated with the muzzle end of the barrel and 
having an aperture therethrough to permit the 
passage of the punch, means carried by the re-. 
taining means and resiliently cushioning the 
stopping movement of the piston, a frangible 
aligning device carried by the retaining means, 
and means for detonating an explosive charge 
behind the piston to drive it and the punch to-. 
,vards the muzzle end of the barrel. 
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Appendix B: Conceptual Designs of Proposed Tools 
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PNEUMATICS 
120 
Claws shear 
rivet head 
off --
Hydraulic Line 
HYDRAULICS 
121 
Point of Application 
of Impact Force 
I 
I 
L__ Powt?r loaJ 
Recoil system 
POWDER 
ACTUATION 
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I 
Ex ~oo T tbe to AJow Laser 
Be~ to Travel int> Hoje 
LASER 
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J' 
LN gas • 
\'iil11: .. 
-31.6 °C 
Thermometer 
CRYOGENICS 
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1 Rotating ShJfL 
I 
ABRASIVE 
WATERJET 
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